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UNIQUE ERGODICITY FOR FOLIATIONS ON COMPACT KÄHLER SURFACES

TIEN-CUONG DINH, VIÊT-ANH NGUYÊN, AND NESSIM SIBONY

ABSTRACT. Let F be a holomorphic foliation by Riemann surfaces on a compact Kähler

surface X. Assume it is generic in the sense that all the singularities are hyperbolic and

that the foliation admits no directed positive closed p1, 1q-current. Then there exists a

unique (up to a multiplicative constant) positive ddc-closed p1, 1q-current directed by F .

This is a very strong ergodic property of F . Our proof uses an extension of the theory

of densities to a class of non-ddc-closed currents. A complete description of the cone of

directed positive ddc-closed p1, 1q-currents is also given when F admits directed positive

closed currents.
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1. INTRODUCTION

LetX be a compact Kähler surface endowed with a Kähler form ω. Let F be a (possibly

singular) holomorphic foliation on X. Recall that the foliation F is given by an open
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covering tUju of X and holomorphic vector fields vj P H0pUj ,TanpXqq with isolated

singularities (i.e. isolated zeros) such that

vj “ gjkvk on Uj X Uk

for some non-vanishing holomorphic functions gjk P H0pUj X Uk,O
˚
Xq. Its leaves are

locally integral curves of these vector fields. The set of singularities of F is precisely the

union of the zero sets of these vector fields. This set is finite.

Using rational vector fields, we see that projective complex surfaces admit large fami-

lies of foliations. Foliations can be also given locally by a non-zero holomorphic 1-form

and the leaves are Riemann surfaces on which these forms vanish. In the case of com-

plex dimension 2 that we consider, these leaves always exist without any integrability

condition, i.e. the Frobenius condition is always satisfied for bi-degree reasons.

If a holomorphic vector field has an isolated zero at some point p, we say that the

singularity p is hyperbolic if the two eigenvalues of the linear part of the vector field at

p have non-real quotient. According to Poincaré, if p is such a singular point, then there

are local holomorphic coordinates centered at p such that the vector field has the form

ηx1
B

Bx1
` x2

B

Bx2
,

where px1, x2q P C2, η “ a ` ib with a, b P R and b “ 0.

In order to develop an ergodic theory for foliations, in the Riemannian case, L. Gar-

nett [20] introduced the notion of harmonic measures for nonsingular foliations which

are generalizations of the foliation cycles of Sullivan [40]. According to Sullivan [40],

the existence of a positive closed current, directed by the foliation, corresponds to the

existence of measures on transversals, invariant by the holonomy maps.

In the complex case, it is more fruitful to consider rather the formalism of directed

ddc-closed currents. This permits to use the interplay between cohomological intersection

and geometric intersection. In the present article, we use the cohomological properties

of tangent currents.

Recall that d and dc denote the real differential operators on X defined by d :“ B ` B,
dc :“ 1

2πi
pB ´ Bq so that ddc “ i

π
BB. A positive ddc-closed current T of bi-dimension p1, 1q

is directed by the foliation F if T ^ Ω “ 0 for every local holomorphic 1-form Ω defining

F . Let U be any flow box of F outside the singularities and denote by Vα the plaques of

F in U parametrized by α in some transversal Σ of U. On the flow box U, such a current

has the form

T |U “

ż

αPΣ

hαrVαsdµpαq,(1.1)

where hα is a positive harmonic function on Vα, and rVαs denotes the current of integra-

tion on the plaque Vα (see e.g. [9, Prop. 2.3]). In [3] it is shown that for a foliation F

by Riemann surfaces with finitely many singular points as above, there exists a non-zero

directed positive ddc-closed current. If T is a positive ddc-closed current of bi-dimension

p1, 1q directed by F , then it has no mass on the singularities of F because this set is

finite, see e.g. [3, 39].

One of our main results gives the unique ergodicity for foliations F which do not admit

a positive directed closed current. This hypothesis implies that there are no invariant

closed curve, and that F is hyperbolic, i.e. the leaves are hyperbolic or equivalently
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uniformized by the unit disc, see [6]. Unique ergodicity for the case where there is an

invariant closed curve was studied in [12].

Now we briefly discuss the family of holomorphic foliations on P2 with a given degree

d ą 1. Foliations on P2 are always singular. Recall that the (geometric) degree d here is the

number of tangencies of the foliation with a generic line. This family can be identified

with a Zariski dense open set Ud of some projective space. We will say that a property

is typical for this family if it is valid for F in a set of full Lebesgue measure of Ud. Here

are some typical properties of a foliation in Ud, see also Ilyashenko–Yakovenko [22],

Shcherbakov [35] and [37].

(1) (Jouanolou [24] and Lins Neto-Soares [28]) all the singularities of F are hyper-

bolic and F does not possess any invariant algebraic curve.

(2) (Glutsyuk [21] and Lins Neto [27]) F is hyperbolic.

(3) (Brunella [5]) F admits no directed positive closed current.

Let F be a hyperbolic foliation in a compact complex manifold. Denote by Lx the leaf

of F through a point x. Fornæss and the third author in [16] introduced an average on

each leaf Lx which allows us to get another construction of directed positive ddc-closed

currents.

More precisely, let D and rD denote the unit disc and the disc of center 0 and radius

r in C. Let φx : D Ñ Lx be a universal covering map for Lx with φxp0q “ x. Define the

Ahlfors-Shimizu characteristic function for φx by

T xprq :“

ż r

0

dt

t

ż

tD

pφxq˚pωq,

where we recall that ω is a fixed Kähler form on X. Define the Nevanlinna current of

index r, 0 ă r ă 1, associated with Lx by

(1.2) τxr :“
1

T xprq
pφxq˚

„
log` r

|ζ |


“

1

T xprq

ż r

0

dt

t
pφxq˚rtDs.

Here, log` :“ maxplog, 0q and ζ is the standard coordinate of C so that the unit disc D is

equal to t|ζ | ă 1u. Note that for each x, the map φx is uniquely defined up to a rotation

in D. So the above definitions do not depend on the choice of φx.

When the singularities of F are all isolated (not necessarily hyperbolic), it was shown

in [16] (see also [12]) that T xprq Ñ 8 as r Ñ 1 (this result still holds on manifolds

of higher dimension). Consequently, the cluster points of τxr are all ddc-closed currents

directed by F . It turns out that a Birkhoff type theorem implies that for a generic foliation

all extremal directed positive ddc-closed currents of mass 1 can be obtained in this way

[9]. General directed positive ddc-closed currents are averages of the extremal ones.

Here are the main results of the present paper which also hold for bi-Lipschitz lamina-

tions by Riemann surfaces (without singularities) in X. Recall that such a lamination is a

compact subset of X which is locally a union of disjoint graphs of holomorphic functions

depending in a bi-Lipschitz way on parameters, see Subsections 2.1 and 4.2 for a precise

local description.

Theorem 1.1. Let F be a holomorphic foliation by Riemann surfaces with only hyperbolic

singularities or a bi-Lipschitz lamination by Riemann surfaces in a compact Kähler surface

pX,ωq. Assume that F admits no directed positive closed current. Then there exists a

unique positive ddc-closed current T of mass 1 directed by F . In particular, if φx : D Ñ Lx
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is a universal covering map of an arbitrary leaf Lx as above, then τxr Ñ T, in the sense of

currents, as r Ñ 1. Moreover, the cohomology class tT u of T is nef and big, i.e. it belongs

to the closure of the Kähler cone of X and can be represented by a strictly positive closed

p1, 1q-current.

Note that the current T is necessarily extremal in the cone of all positive ddc-closed

currents on X. Indeed, if T 1 is such a current and T 1 ď T , then T 1 is necessarily directed

by the foliation and according to the theorem, T 1 is proportional to T . Note also that

the nef property of tT u is a consequence of a general result of independent interest, see

Corollary 2.4 below. That corollary is a byproduct of our theory of densities of currents.

When X “ P2 the theorem was proved by Fornæss and the third author in [18]. In that

case according to [5], if all the singularities of F P Ud are hyperbolic and F does not

possess any invariant algebraic curve, then F admits no directed positive closed current.

So the conclusion of Theorem 1.1 is a typical property of the family Ud. The proof in

[18] is based on two ingredients. The first one is an energy theory for positive ddc-

closed currents which was previously developed in [16]. The second one is a geometric

intersection calculus for these currents. For the second ingredient, the transitivity of the

automorphism group of P2 is heavily used. Moreover, the proof is quite technical. The

computations needed to estimate the geometric intersections are quite involved. Using

these techniques, Pérez-Garrandés [33] has studied the case where X is a homogeneous

compact Kähler surface.

The new idea in the proof of Theorem 1.1 is to introduce a more flexible tool which is

a density theory for tensor products of positive ddc-closed currents. The method allows

us to bypass the assumption of homogeneity of X. The proof is more conceptual and also

far less technical. The strategy is as follows. Given a positive ddc-closed current T on a

surface X, we consider the positive current T b T near the diagonal ∆ of X ˆ X which,

in general, is not ddc-closed. We study the tangent currents to T b T along the diagonal

∆. As one can expect this is related to the self-intersection properties of the current T .

It turns out that the geometry of the tangent currents is quite simple. They are positive

closed currents and are the pull-back of positive measures ϑ on ∆ to the normal bundle

of ∆ in X ˆ X. We relate the mass of ϑ to a cohomology class of the current T and its

energy.

The foliation or lamination enters in the picture to prove that ϑ is zero when T is di-

rected by a foliation or lamination as above. This is done using the local properties of

the foliation or lamination, the local description of T and in particular, that the singu-

larities are hyperbolic. The vanishing of ϑ gives easily the uniqueness using a kind of

Hodge-Riemann relations.

We expect that our results could have numerous applications. Using Theorem 1.1, the

second author has very recently shown in [32] that under the assumption of this theorem

with the extra assumption that X is projective, the Lyapunov exponent of F defined in

[29, 31] is strictly negative. Moreover, when X “ P
2 the Lyapunov exponent of a typical

foliation F P Ud is equal to ´d`2
d´1

¨ The following result gives us a more complete picture

of the strong ergodicity obtained in the present study.

Theorem 1.2. Let F be a holomorphic foliation by Riemann surfaces with only hyperbolic

singularities or a bi-Lipschitz lamination by Riemann surfaces in a compact Kähler surface

pX,ωq. Then one and only one of the following three possibilities occurs.
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(a) F admits invariant closed analytic curves and all positive directed ddc-closed p1, 1q-
currents are linear combinations, with non-negative coefficients, of the currents of

integration on those curves. In particular, these currents are all closed.

(b) F admits a directed positive closed p1, 1q-current T of mass 1 having no mass on

invariant closed analytic curves (this property holds when there is no such a curve).

Every directed positive ddc-closed p1, 1q-current is closed, and if it has no mass on

invariant closed analytic curves, then it has no mass on each single leaf and its

cohomology class is proportional to tT u. Moreover, tT u is nef (i.e. it belongs to the

closure of the Kähler cone of X) and tT u2 “ 0.

(c) F admits a unique directed positive ddc-closed and non-closed p1, 1q-current T of

mass 1 having no mass on each single leaf. Every directed positive ddc-closed p1, 1q-
current is a combination, with non-negative coefficients, of T and the currents of

integration on invariant closed analytic curves. Moreover, tT u is nef and big.

A polynomial vector field in C2 induces a holomorphic foliation in P2. When we fix

the maximum of the degrees of its coefficients, if the vector field is generic, the line at

infinity L8 :“ P
2zC2 is an invariant curve, see Ilyashenko-Yakovenko [22]. The current

rL8s is the only directed positive ddc-closed p1, 1q-current of mass 1. So Property (a)

holds in that case, see [12] for details and also Rebelo [34] for a related result. Note also

that when Property (a) holds, a general theorem by Jouanolou says that there are only

finitely many invariant closed analytic curves [23].

If F is a smooth fibration on X, then the directed positive ddc-closed currents are all

closed and are generated by the fibers of F . They belong to the same cohomology class

which is nef with zero self-intersection. So Property (b) holds in that case. Using a sus-

pension one can also construct examples satisfying Property (b) which are not fibrations,

see [19, Ex. 1] and replace the circle there by P1. In such examples, there are two in-

variant closed curves and infinitely many directed positive closed p1, 1q-currents of mass

1 having no mass on those curves.

Property (c) holds for foliations which are, in some sense, generic. There are many ex-

amples of such foliations in P2 without invariant closed analytic curves. The cohomology

class of the unique directed ddc-closed p1, 1q-current here is Kähler becauseH2pP2,Rq is of

dimension 1. If we blow up the singularities of the foliation, we get examples satisfying

the same property and having invariant closed analytic curves. Then, the cohomology

class of the unique directed ddc-closed p1, 1q-current is no more Kähler but it is big. In

fact, we have the following general result which is a direct consequence of Theorem 1.2.

Corollary 1.3. Let F be a holomorphic foliation by Riemann surfaces with only hyperbolic

singularities or a bi-Lipschitz lamination by Riemann surfaces in a compact Kähler surface

X. Let T be a positive ddc-closed current directed by F having no mass on invariant closed

analytic curves. Then the following properties are equivalent :

(1) T is not closed; (2) tT u is big; (3) tT u2 ą 0; and (4) tT u2 “ 0.

Note that the hyperbolicity of the singularities is necessary in this result. The foliation

on P2, given on an affine chart by the holomorphic 1-form x2dx1 ´ ax1dx2 with a P R,

admits a non-hyperbolic singularity at 0 as well as diffuse invariant positive closed p1, 1q-
currents whose cohomology classes are Kähler. See also Corollary 2.4 and Theorem 2.6

below which apply for foliations with arbitrary singularities.
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The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the densities for the

tensor product of positive ddc-closed currents using a notion of tangent current which is

described in Theorem 2.2. Then we state Theorem 2.5 dealing with the tensor square

power of a positive ddc-closed current directed by a foliation or a lamination. These are

the key ingredients in the proofs of the main theorems which will be presented at the

end of this section. The proof of Theorem 2.2 occupies Section 3. Section 4 is devoted to

the proof of Theorem 2.5. In Appendices A, B, C, we present some basic facts on Young’s

inequality, ddc-closed currents, directed ddc-closed currents, Harnack’s inequality and

their consequences that we use in the previous sections.

Note that after we had finished the article, Deroin informed us that with Kleptsyn, they

had independently obtained a result similar to our first main theorem under stronger

hypotheses on the foliation and on the surface.

Main Notation. For the reader’s convenience, we list here the main notations which are

used through the paper. We consider a compact Kähler surface pX,ωq and denote by

F a foliation by Riemann surfaces or a bi-Lipschitz lamination without singularities on

X. Denote by Π : {X ˆ X Ñ X ˆ X the blow-up along the diagonal ∆ of X ˆ X and
p∆ :“ Π´1p∆q the exceptional hypersurface. The Kähler form pω on {X ˆ X, the negative

quasi-potential φ of Π˚ppωq will be chosen in Subsection 3.1. Denote by πj : X ˆ X Ñ X

the projection onto the j-th factor and we use the Kähler form rω :“ π˚
1 pωq ` π˚

2 pωq on

X ˆ X. The constants c and cj that we will use depend only on the above choices of

ω, pω, φ and some other auxiliary parameters.

Let D and rD denote respectively the unit disc and the disc of center 0 and radius

r in C, B and rB the unit ball and the ball of center 0 and radius r in C2. When we

use local coordinates x “ px1, x2q (or y “ py1, y2q) on X, we often identify a chart of X

with 10B “ t}x} ă 10u and we work with a fixed finite covering of X by open subsets

of the form 1
4
B. The diagonal ∆ is then covered by a finite number of charts which are

identified with 1
4
Bˆ 1

4
B; they are contained in the chart 10Bˆ 10B. With the above local

coordinates x on X, denote also by Bpx, rq the ball of center x and of radius r.

On the chart 10B ˆ 10B, we use two local coordinate systems: the first system is the

standard one px, yq “ px1, x2, y1, y2q and the second system is pz, wq :“ px´y, yq on which

∆ is given by the equation z “ 0. The tangent bundles of X ˆ X and ∆ are denoted

by TanpX ˆ Xq and Tanp∆q. The normal vector bundle of ∆ in X ˆ X is denoted by

E :“ TanpX ˆ Xq|∆{Tanp∆q, where ∆ is also identified to the zero section of E. Denote

by π : E Ñ ∆ the canonical projection. The fiberwise multiplication by λ P C˚ on E is

denoted by Aλ. Over ∆Xp5Bˆ5Bq, with the coordinates pz, wq, E is identified to C2ˆ5B,

π is the projection pz, wq ÞÑ w and Aλ is equal to the map aλpz, wq :“ pλz, wq.
The notations . and & stand for inequalities up to a positive multiplicative constant.

The pairing x¨, ¨y often denotes the value of a current on a test form. This is often an

integral on the manifold where the current is defined. We will also use some test forms

which are smooth outside a point in X or outside the diagonal ∆ in X ˆ X. The paring

x¨, ¨y0 denotes an integral taken outside these singularities.

Finally, several notations introduced in Appendix C are heavily used in Subsection 4.3.
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R-146-000-248-114 from the National University of Singapore (NUS). The second author
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2. THEORY OF DENSITIES AND STRATEGY FOR THE PROOFS OF THE MAIN THEOREMS

In this section, we will present the main tool used in this article: the theory of densities

for a class of non ddc-closed currents. We refer the reader to [12, 13] for the case of

ddc-closed currents. The proofs of the main theorems stated in the Introduction will

be provided in this section modulo Theorems 2.2 and 2.5 whose proofs will be given

respectively in Section 3 and Section 4.

2.1. Tangent currents of tensor products of positive ddc-closed currents. Consider

two positive ddc-closed p1, 1q-currents T1 and T2 on X. We will study the density of

T1 b T2 near the diagonal ∆ of X ˆ X via a notion of “tangent cone” to T1 b T2 along ∆

that we introduce now.

Definition 2.1 (see also (3.4), (3.5), (3.6)). A smooth admissible map is a smooth bijec-

tive map τ from a neighbourhood of ∆ in X ˆ X to a neighbourhood of ∆ in E such

that

(1) The restriction of τ to ∆ is the identity map on ∆; in particular, the restriction

of the differential dτ to ∆ induces a map from TanpX ˆ Xq|∆ to TanpEq|∆; since

∆ is pointwise fixed by τ , the differential dτ also induces two endomorphisms of

Tanp∆q and E respectively;

(2) The differential dτpx, xq, at each point px, xq P ∆, is a C-linear map from the

tangent space to X ˆ X at px, xq to the tangent space to E at px, xq;
(3) The endomorphism of E, induced by dτ (restricted to ∆), is the identity map.

Note that the dependence of dτpx, xq in px, xq P ∆ is in general not holomorphic.

Consider the exponential map from E to X ˆ X with respect to any Hermitian metric

on X ˆ X. It defines a smooth bijective map from a neighbourhood of ∆ in E to a

neighbourhood of ∆ in X ˆ X. The inverse map is smooth and admissible, see also [13,

Lem. 4.2].

Let τ be any smooth admissible map as above. Define

pT1 b T2qλ :“ pAλq˚τ˚pT1 b T2q.

This is a current of degree 4. Its domain of definition is some open subset of E containing

∆ which increases to E when |λ| increases to infinity.

Observe that pT1 b T2qλ is not a p2, 2q-current and we cannot speak of its positivity.

Moreover, it is not ddc-closed in general and we cannot speak of its cohomology class.

The present situation is more involved than the case where T1 and T2 are closed because

in this case the current pT1 b T2qλ is also closed.

By (B.3) from Appendix B, we can write for j P t1, 2u,

(2.1) Tj “ Ωj ` BSj ` BSj ` iBBuj,

where Ωj is a closed real smooth p1, 1q-form, Sj is a current of bi-degree p0, 1q and uj is

a real current of bi-degree p0, 0q. Note that BSj and BSj are forms of class L2 which are

independent of the choice of Ωj , Sj, uj. It turns out that a crucial argument in the proof
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of Theorem 2.2 below is a result on the regularity of the potentials uj and their gradients,

see Proposition B.4 in Appendix B.

The following theorem will be proved in Section 3. We refer to Appendix B for the

notion of Lelong number νpTj , ¨q and the energy EpT q.

Theorem 2.2. Let T1 and T2 be two positive ddc-closed p1, 1q-currents on a compact Kähler

surface pX,ωq. Assume that T1 has no mass on the set tνpT2, ¨q ą 0u and T2 has no mass on

the set tνpT1, ¨q ą 0u. Then, with the above notations, we have the following properties.

(1) The mass of pT1 b T2qλ on any given compact subset of E is bounded uniformly on

λ for |λ| large enough. If T is a cluster value of pT1 b T2qλ when λ Ñ 8, then it is

a positive closed p2, 2q-current on E given by T “ π˚pϑq for some positive measure ϑ

on ∆. Moreover, if pλnq is a sequence tending to infinity such that pT1 b T2qλn Ñ T,

then T may depend on pλnq but it does not depend on the choice of the map τ.

(2) The mass of ϑ does not depend on the choice of T and it is given by

(2.2) }ϑ} “

ż

X

Ω1 ^ Ω2 ´

ż

X

BS1 ^ BS2 ´

ż

X

BS2 ^ BS1.

In particular, if T1 “ T2 “ T with T “ Ω ` BS ` BS ` iBBu as in (B.3), then

(2.3) }ϑ} “

ż

X

Ω2 ´ 2

ż

X

BS ^ BS “

ż

X

Ω2 ´ 2EpT q.

Note that in general T is not unique as this is already the case for positive closed

currents, see [13] for details. However, the mass formula shows that if one of such

currents is zero then all of them are zero. We can now introduce the following notion.

Definition 2.3. Any current T obtained as in Theorem 2.2 is called a tangent current to

T1 b T2 along the diagonal ∆.

We have the following result and refer to McQuillan [26] and Burns–Sibony [6] for

some related results in the foliation setting.

Corollary 2.4. Let T be a positive ddc-closed p1, 1q-current of a compact Kähler surface

X. Assume that the set tνpT, ¨q ą 0u is of Hausdorff 2-dimensional measure 0. Then the

cohomology class tT u of T is nef, and when T is not closed, tT u is also big. In particular,

if T is a positive closed p1, 1q-current having no mass on proper analytic subsets of X, then

tT u is nef.

Proof. We consider the first assertion on the nefness of tT u. Let Z be any irreducible

analytic subset of dimension 1 of X. Denote by rZs the positive closed p1, 1q-current of

integration on Z and tZu its cohomology class. To prove the nefness, we only need to

check that tT u2 ě 0 and tT u ` tZu ě 0, see Demailly-Paun [8, Cor. 0.3].

We first show that T has no mass on Z. Let T 1 denote the restriction of T to XzZ. Since

T 1 is positive ddc-closed with finite mass, we can extend it by zero through Z and we still

denote by T 1 the extended current. This current T 1 is positive and we have ddcT 1 ď 0, see

[1, 11]. On the other hand, by Stoke’s theorem, we have

}ddcT 1} “ x´ddcT 1, 1y “ x´T 1, ddc1y “ 0.

It follows that ddcT 1 “ 0. Therefore, T ´ T 1 is a positive ddc-closed current supported by

Z. So it is equal to hrZs for some non-negative harmonic function h on Z. By maximum
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principle, h should be constant. If h “ 0, we see that T has a positive Lelong number

at each point of Z. This contradicts the hypothesis on T . So h “ 0 and we deduce that

T “ T 1 or equivalently T has no mass on Z.

Since tνpT, ¨q ą 0u is of Hausdorff 2-dimensional measure 0, we also deduce that rZs
has no mass on tνpT, ¨q ą 0u. Therefore, we can apply Theorem 2.2 to T1 :“ T and

T2 :“ rZs. From (2.1), since rZs is closed, we get that BS2 “ 0, see the discussion after

(B.4). Hence

tT u ` tZu “

ż

X

Ω1 ^ Ω2 “ }ϑ} ě 0.

Since tνpT, ¨q ą 0u is of Hausdorff 2-dimensional measure 0, T has no mass on this set,

see [3]. By the last assertion in Theorem 2.2, since EpT q ě 0, we also have

tT u2 “

ż

X

Ω2 “ }ϑ} ` 2EpT q ě 0.

So tT u is nef. Moreover, if T is not closed, then EpT q ą 0, see the discussion after

(B.4). Therefore, tT u2 ą 0 and hence tT u is big, i.e. it can be represented by a strictly

positive closed p1, 1q-current, see Demailly-Paun [8, Th. 0.5]. This ends the proof of the

first assertion.

For the second assertion, since T is closed and has no mass on proper analytic subsets

of X, by Siu’s theorem, the set tνpT, ¨q ą 0u is countable, see [38]. So we can apply the

first assertion to such a current T . Note that in this case, Demailly-Paun theorem implies

that tT u is not big if and only if tT u2 “ 0. The last property also implies that T has no

positive Lelong number. �

The following result gives us the vanishing of the tangent currents in the setting of

foliations and laminations. Its proof will be given in Section 4.

Theorem 2.5. Let F be either a holomorphic foliation by Riemann surfaces with only

hyperbolic singularities, or a bi-Lipschitz lamination by Riemann surfaces, in a compact

Kähler surface X. Then for every positive ddc-closed current T directed by F which does not

give mass to any invariant closed analytic curve, zero is the unique tangent current to T bT

along the diagonal ∆.

Recall that if a closed subset Y of a complex manifold X is laminated by Riemann

surfaces, then it admits an open covering Uj and on each Uj there is a homeomorphism

ϕj “ phj, λjq : Uj X Y Ñ D ˆ Tj , where Tj is a locally compact metric space and the

maps ϕ´1
j pz, tq, with pz, tq P D ˆ Tj , are holomorphic in z. Moreover, on their domains of

definition, the transition maps have the form

ϕk ˝ ϕ´1
j pz, tq “

`
hjkpz, tq, λjkptq

˘
,

where hjkpz, tq is holomorphic with respect to z and λjkptq do not depend on z. We can

choose Tj as the intersection of a holomorphic disc with Y and ϕj such that its restriction

to Tj is the canonical map from Tj to t0u ˆ Tj . With this choice, when all ϕjpz, tq are

bi-Lipschitz maps, we say that the lamination is bi-Lipschitz.

The last theorem expresses that the current TbT is not too singular along the diagonal

of X ˆ X as its density along the diagonal is zero.
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2.2. Sketch of the proofs of the main theorems. The following result holds in a more

general setting but we only state it in the case we use, see also [12, 16]. Here, we don’t

need to assume that the singularities of the foliation are hyperbolic.

Theorem 2.6. Let T be a positive ddc-closed p1, 1q-current, on a compact Kähler surface

X, which is directed by a holomorphic foliation or by a bi-Lipschitz lamination by Riemann

surfaces.

(a) If T has a positive mass on a leaf L, then L is a closed analytic curve and LzL is

contained in the set of singularities of the foliation. Moreover, we can write T “
T 1 ` Tan, where T 1 is a directed positive ddc-closed p1, 1q-current which is diffuse,

i.e. having no mass on each single leaf, and Tan is a finite or countable combination,

with non-negative coefficients, of currents of integration on invariant closed analytic

curves.

(b) Assume that T gives no mass to any invariant closed analytic curve. Then T is

diffuse and its cohomology class tT u is nef. Moreover, tT u is also big when T is not

closed.

Proof. (a) Let T 2 be the restriction of T to L. Then, on a flow box outside the singularities,

T 2 is defined by positive harmonic functions on plaques. So T 2 is positive ddc-closed

outside the singularities of the foliation (in the case of a lamination, this set is empty).

Since T 2 ď T , the mass of T 2 is finite. Hence, as in Corollary 2.4, one can extend it by

zero to a positive ddc-closed p1, 1q-current on X that we still denote by T 2. As in [12,

Prop. 2.6], we obtain that L is a compact analytic curve, LzL is contained in the set of

singularities of the foliation and T 2 “ crLs for some constant c ą 0.

We define Tan as the restriction of T to the union of leaves of positive mass. We have

seen that these leaves are contained in invariant closed curves and we deduce from the

above discussion that Tan is positive and closed. Since the mass of T is finite, this family

of leaves is at most countable. It is now enough to define T 1 :“ T ´ Tan. Clearly, this is a

directed positive ddc-closed p1, 1q-current which is diffuse.

(b) Assume now that T gives no mass to any invariant closed analytic curve. Clearly, T

is diffuse. It follows that T has zero Lelong number at any point outside the singularities

of the foliation, see also (B.1). By Corollary 2.4, the cohomology class tT u is nef and it

is also big when T is not closed. This ends the proof of the theorem. �

The first step of our proof consists in proving the following lemma.

Lemma 2.7. Let F be either a holomorphic foliation by Riemann surfaces with only hy-

perbolic singularities, or a bi-Lipschitz lamination by Riemann surfaces in a compact Kähler

surface pX,ωq. Let T1 and T2 be two positive ddc-closed currents of mass 1 directed by F

such that neither of them gives mass to any invariant closed analytic curve. Then T1 ´T2 is a

closed current. If both T1 and T2 are closed, then we have tT1u2 “ tT2u2 “ tT1u ` tT2u “ 0.

Proof. Since both T1 and T2 do not give mass to any invariant closed analytic curve, it

follows from Theorem 2.6 that νpT1, xq “ νpT2, xq “ 0 for all x outside the singularities

of F . Since T1 and T2 do not give mass to this finite set, we see that T1 and T2 satisfy the

assumption of Theorem 2.2.
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By (2.1) and Stokes’ theorem, we have (the second integral is the mass of Tj which is

assumed to be 1)

(2.4)

ż

X

Ωj ^ ω “

ż

X

Tj ^ ω “ 1 for j “ 1, 2.

Applying Theorems 2.2 and 2.5 to each one of the three directed positive ddc-closed

currents T1, T2 and T1 ` T2, we obtain that all T1 b T1, T2 b T2 and pT1 ` T2q b pT1 ` T2q
admit zero as the unique tangent current along the diagonal ∆. This, combined with

(2.1) and (2.3), implies thatż

X

Ω2
1 “ 2

ż

X

BS1 ^ BS1,

ż

X

Ω2
2 “ 2

ż

X

BS2 ^ BS2

and

ż

X

pΩ1 ` Ω2q2 “ 2

ż

X

BpS1 ` S2q ^ BpS1 ` S2q.

(2.5)

If both T1 and T2 are closed, we deduce from the discussion after (B.4) that BS1 “ BS2 “ 0

and hence all integrals in (2.5) vanish. This implies tT1u2 “ tT2u2 “ tT1u ` tT2u “ 0 as

stated in the second assertion of the lemma.

Let T :“ T1 ´ T2, Ω :“ Ω1 ´Ω2, S :“ S1 ´ S2 and u :“ u1 ´ u2. We infer from (2.1) and

(2.4) that

(2.6) T “ Ω ` BS ` BS ` iBBu and

ż

X

Ω ^ ω “ 0.

Moreover, it follows from (2.5) that

(2.7)

ż

X

Ω2 “

ż

X

pΩ1 ´ Ω2q2 “ 2

ż

X

Ω2
1 ` 2

ż

X

Ω2
2 ´

ż

X

pΩ1 ` Ω2q2 “ 2

ż

X

BS ^ BS.

On one hand, since BS is an L2 p0, 2q-form, the current BS^ BS “ BS^ BS is a positive

measure. So the last integral in (2.7) is non-negative and it vanishes if only if BS “ 0

almost everywhere. On the other hand, since we know by (2.6) that
ş
X
Ω ^ ω “ 0, the

cohomology class of Ω is a primitive class of H1,1pX,Rq. Therefore, it follows from the

classical Hodge–Riemann theorem that the first integral in (2.7) is non-positive, see e.g.

[41]. We conclude that BS “ 0 almost everywhere. This and (2.6) imply that dT “ 0.

The proof of the lemma is thereby completed. �

End of the proof of Theorem 1.2 (see also [16]). We only consider the case of a foliation

because the case of a lamination can be obtained in the same way. It is clear that not

more than one property in the theorem holds. By [3, Th. 1.4], there exists a positive

ddc-closed current T1 directed by F , see also [17, Th. 23]. We can assume that Property

(a) in the theorem does not hold. So we can find a current T1 of mass 1 which has no

mass on each single leaf of F , see Theorem 2.6. We show that either Property (b) or (c)

holds.

Case 1. Assume that there is such a current T1 which is not closed. We show that the

foliation satisfies Property (c) in the theorem. By Theorem 2.6, the class tT1u is nef and

big. It remains to prove the uniqueness of T1. Assume by contradiction that there is

another positive ddc-closed current T2 of mass 1 directed by F . If there is such a current

which is closed, then we assume that T2 is closed. So we haveż

X

T1 ^ ω “

ż

X

T2 ^ ω “ 1.
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We need to find a contradiction.

Consider a flow box away from the set of singularities SingpF q of F that we identify

with D ˆ Σ. As in the Introduction, we have

Tj “

ż

Σ

hαj rVαsdµjpαq, j “ 1, 2.

Let µ “ µ1 ` µ2 and write µj “ rjµ with a non-negative bounded function rj P L8pµq.
Then we have

T1 ´ T2 “

ż

Σ

`
hα1 r1pαq ´ hα2 r2pαq

˘
rVαsdµpαq.

Since we know by Lemma 2.7 that T1 ´ T2 is a closed current, hα1 r1pαq ´ hα2 r2pαq is

constant, for µ-almost every α, that we will denote by cpαq.
We decompose cpαqµpαq on the space of plaques Σ and obtain that cpαqµpαq “ ν1 ´ ν2

for mutually singular positive measures ν1 and ν2. Then

T1 ´ T2 “ rVαsν1pαq ´ rVαsν2pαq “ T` ´ T´

for positive closed currents T˘. These currents fit together to a global positive closed

currents on Xz SingpF q. Observe that the mass of T˘ is bounded by the mass of T1 ` T2.

So the mass of T˘ is bounded near SingpF q. Since SingpF q is a finite set, T˘ extend

as positive closed currents through SingpF q, see e.g. [36, 39]. Recall that positive ddc-

closed p1, 1q-currents have no mass on finite sets. Therefore, since we assumed above

that T1 “ T2, we have either T` “ 0 or T´ “ 0. It follows from our choice of T2 that T2
is closed and hence T1 is closed as well. This is a contradiction which shows that such a

current T2 as above doesn’t exist.

Case 2. Assume now that all directed positive ddc-closed p1, 1q-currents are closed. Con-

sider arbitrary directed positive closed p1, 1q-currents T1 and T2 of mass 1 which are dif-

fuse. So by Theorem 2.6 applied to T1, T2, the classes tT1u and tT2u are nef. By Lemma

2.7, we have tT1u2 “ tT2u2 “ tT1u ` tT2u “ 0. We show that Property (b) in the theorem

holds. It is enough to show that tT1u “ tT2u.

Since T1 and T2 are of mass 1, we have ptT1u ´ tT2uq ` tωu “ 0. So tT1u ´ tT2u is a

primitive class in the Hodge cohomology group H1,1pX,Rq of X. By the classical Hodge-

Riemann theorem, we have ptT1u ´ tT2uq2 ă 0 unless tT1u ´ tT2u “ 0, see e.g. [41].

Using that tT1u2 “ tT2u2 “ tT1u ` tT2u “ 0, we deduce that tT1u “ tT2u. This ends the

proof of the theorem. �

End of the proof of Theorem 1.1. We only consider the case of a foliation because the case

of a lamination can be obtained in the same way. By hypothesis, the foliation has no

invariant closed analytic curve. Moreover, by Theorem 1.2, Property (c) in that theorem

holds. It follows that the foliation admits a unique directed positive ddc-closed current T

of mass 1. This current is not closed and tT u is nef and big. Since every cluster point of

τxr as r tends to 1 is a positive ddc-closed current of mass 1, τxr converges necessarily to T

as r tends to 1. �

3. EXISTENCE AND PROPERTIES OF TANGENT CURRENTS

In this section, we prove Theorem 2.2. In the first subsection, we obtain some estimates

which are important in our study. In the second subsection, we prove the existence of

tangent currents and explain how to compute tangent currents using local coordinates,
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see Proposition 3.9. The proof of this proposition is given in the same subsection. Part

(1) of Theorem 2.2 is a consequence of Proposition 3.9 and Lemma 3.15. Part (2) of that

theorem will be obtained in the last subsection.

3.1. Some test forms and mass estimates. In this subsection, we will construct some

special test forms and also give some estimates for positive ddc-closed currents and their

tensor products. We have the following elementary lemma.

Lemma 3.1. Let T1 and T2 be as in (2.1). Then for every closed smooth form Φ of bi-degree

p2, 2q on X ˆ X, we have

xT1 b T2,Φy “ xΩ1 b Ω2,Φy ´ xBS1 b BS2,Φy ´ xBS1 b BS2,Φy.

If, moreover, Φ is d-exact, then

xT1 b T2,Φy “ ´xBS1 b BS2,Φy ´ xBS1 b BS2,Φy.

Proof. Observe that when Φ is d-exact, since Ωj are closed, by Stokes’ theorem, we get

xΩ1 b Ω2,Φy “ 0. Hence, the last identity of the lemma follows from the first one. We

prove now the first identity.

Observe that Φ is B-closed and B-closed. It follows that if R is B-closed or B-closed, by

Stokes’ theorem, we have

xiBBu1 b R,Φy “ 0 and xR b iBBu2,Φy “ 0.

Therefore, from (2.1), we get

xT1 b T2,Φy “ xΩ1 b Ω2,Φy ` xBS1 b BS2,Φy ` xBS1 b BS2,Φy.

On the other hand, by Stokes’ formula again, we have

xBS1 b BS2,Φy “ xBBS1 b S2,Φy “ ´xBS1 b BS2,Φy

and

xBS1 b BS2,Φy “ xBBS1 b S2,Φy “ ´xBS1 b BS2,Φy.

Hence, the first identity in the lemma follows easily. �

By Blanchard’s theorem [4], {X ˆ X can be endowed with a Kähler form pω. The current

Π˚ppωq is positive closed and has positive Lelong numbers along ∆ and is smooth outside

∆. Multiplying pω by a positive constant allows us to assume that the Lelong number of

Π˚ppωq along ∆ is equal to 1. So we have

(3.1) Π˚pΠ˚ppωqq “ pω ` rp∆s.

Choose a quasi-psh function φ ď ´1 on X ˆ X such that ddcφ ´ Π˚ppωq is a smooth

form. This function is smooth outside ∆. Define pφ :“ φ ˝ Π. We deduce from (3.1) that

ddcpφ ´ rp∆s is a smooth form.

Recall that we only work with a fixed finite atlas of X as mentioned at the end of the

Introduction. Consider a chart 2Bˆ2B in coordinates pz, wq and cover Π´1p2Bˆ2Bq with

two charts denoted by pU1 and pU2. The first one pU1 is given with local coordinates

pu, wq “ pu1, u2, w1, w2q with }w} ă 2 and |u1| ă 2, |u2| ă 2

such that

Πpu, wq “ pu1, u1u2, w1, w2q “ pz1, z2, w1, w2q.
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Note. The second chart pU2 is defined exactly in the same way, except that the map Π is

given there by

Πpu, wq “ pu1u2, u2, w1, w2q “ pz1, z2, w1, w2q.

When we work with local coordinates near p∆, we will only consider the chart pU1. The

case of pU2 can be treated in the same way.

The function φ and the forms Π˚ppωq, Π˚ppω2q are defined globally on X ˆ X. Their

singularities along ∆ will play an important role in our study. Using local coordinates,

we have the following lemma.

Lemma 3.2. There is a constant c1 ą 0 such that for pz, wq P 2B ˆ 2B we have

c´1
1 rω ď Π˚ppωq ď c1pddc log }z} ` rωq and Π˚ppω2q ď c1pdd

c log }z} ^ rω ` rω2q.

We also have the following estimates on 2B ˆ 2B and p2B ˆ 2Bqz∆ respectively

Π˚ppωq ´ c1rω ď ddcφ ď Π˚ppωq ` c1rω and iBφ^ Bφ ď c1p}z}´2ddc}z}2 ` rωq.

Proof. Since Π˚prωq is a smooth form, it is bounded by a constant times pω. This and (3.1)

imply c´1
1 rω ď Π˚ppωq for some constant c1 ą 0. We use the coordinates pu, wq on pU1 as

above. It is not difficult to see that

pω . ddc logp1 ` |u2|
2q ` ddc|u1|

2 ` ddc}w}2.

This implies the first (double) inequality in the lemma by using the action of Π˚.

We obtain the second inequality on pX ˆ Xqz∆ from the first one by observing that

pddc log }z}q2 “ 0 outside ∆. The inequality holds on X ˆX because Π˚ppω2q has no mass

on ∆. To see the last point, one can observe that over each point of ∆ the fiber is a P1

and pω2 gives it zero mass.

The third (double) inequality is a direct consequence of the definition of φ. It remains

to prove the last inequality. We will only check it on ΠppU1q because the same proof also

works for ΠppU2q.

Recall that pφ :“ φ ˝Π and define pψ :“ pφ´ log |u1|. Since ddcpφ´ rp∆s is smooth and p∆ is

given by the equation u1 “ 0, we deduce that ddc pψ is smooth on pU1. It follows that pψ is a

smooth function on pU1. Therefore, there are bounded functions ph, pg1 and pg2 on pU1 such

that

Bpφ “
1

2u1
du1 ` phdu2 ` pg1dw1 ` pg2dw2.

Hence, if we define h :“ ph ˝ Π´1, g1 :“ pg1 ˝ Π´1 and g2 :“ pg2 ˝ Π´1, we get

Bφ “
1

2z1
dz1 ` hdpz2{z1q ` g1dw1 ` g2dw2.

Now, using that |z2| ď 2|z1| on ΠppU1q, we get }z} . |z1| and we can find bounded

functions h1 and h2 such that

Bφ “ }z}´1ph1dz1 ` h2dz2q ` pg1dw1 ` g2dw2q.

Finally, by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we can bound iBφ^ Bφ by

2}z}´2ph1dz1 ` h2dz2q ^ ph1dz1 ` h2dz2q ` 2pg1dw1 ` g2dw2q ^ pg1dw1 ` g2dw2q

and the desired inequality follows easily. �
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In the following lemma, we only need to consider the integral of the term containing

dy1 ^ dy1 ^ dy2 ^ dy2 because the other terms vanish on txu ˆ X.

Lemma 3.3. Let T be a positive ddc-closed current of mass 1 on X. Then there exists a

constant c2 ą 0, independent of T , such that for all x P X, we haveż

yPXztxu

T pyq ^ Π˚ppωqpx, yq ď c2.

Proof. Observe that the intersection Π˚ppωq ^ rtxu ˆ Xs is a current and we can identify

it with a positive closed p1, 1q-form Sx on txu ˆ X which is smooth outside x. Since the

cohomology class of rtxu ˆ Xs is independent of x, the cohomology class of Sx is also

independent of x. The integral considered in the lemma is equal toż

yPXztxu

T pyq ^ Sx.

So it is enough to check that the last integral is bounded from above.

Using a regularization of ddc-closed currents with mass control [10], it is enough to

consider the case where T is smooth. The last integral is then equal to xT, Sxy and

depends only on the cohomology classes of T and of Sx. Since all these cohomology

classes are bounded, the result follows easily. �

Lemma 3.4. Let T1 and T2 be two positive ddc-closed p1, 1q-currents of mass 1 on X. Then
@
T1 b T2,Π˚ppωq ^ rω

D
0

ď 2c2.

Proof. We refer to the end of the Introduction for the definition of x¨, ¨y0. Since rω “
π˚
1 pωq ` π˚

2 pωq, a bi-degree consideration shows that the considered pairing is equal to
A
T2pyq ^ωpyq,

ż

xPXztyu

T1pxq ^Π˚ppωqpx, yq
E

`
A
T1pxq ^ωpxq,

ż

yPXztxu

T2pyq ^Π˚ppωqpx, yq
E
.

On the other hand, by Lemma 3.3, the integrals in the last line are bounded by c2 because,

by hypothesis, the measures T1^ω and T2^ω have mass 1. The lemma follows easily. �

We will now construct a family of test forms Rm and prove some estimates. In the

chart pU1 as in the last subsection, the hypersurface p∆ is equal to tu1 “ 0u and we have

ddc log |u1| “ rp∆s. Moreover, since ddcpφ ˝ Πq ´ rp∆s is a smooth form, the function

φ ˝ Π ´ log |u1| is also smooth. We deduce that φ´ log }z} is bounded in 2Bˆ 2B. Choose

a constant M " 1 large enough such that |φ ´ log }z}| ď M on each chart 2B ˆ 2B of

X ˆ X.

Let χ : R Ñ R be an increasing convex smooth function such that χptq “ 0 for

t ď ´3M, χptq “ t for t ě 3M, 1
10M

ď χ1ptq ď 1, and χ2ptq P
“

1
8M
, 1
4M

‰
for t P r´2M, 2Ms.

Fix also a constant A " 1 large enough. Define for m P N

Rm :“ ddcrχpφ` mqs ` Arω.
This is clearly a smooth closed p1, 1q-form on X ˆX. We first show that it is positive and

has bounded mass. A direct computation gives

(3.2) Rm “ χ1pφ` mqddcφ `
1

π
χ2pφ ` mqiBφ ^ Bφ ` Arω.

The second term is positive. The first term is bounded below by ´c1rω, see Lemma 3.2.

We then deduce that Rm is positive since A is chosen large enough. Furthermore, since
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Rm is cohomologous to Arω, its mass is equal to the mass of Arω and hence is bounded

independently of m.

We have the following lemmas. The goal is to understand the mass repartition of

T1 b T2 near ∆ and to prove the basic estimates given in Lemma 3.8.

Lemma 3.5. There is a constant c3 ą 0 such that the following properties hold.

(1) For every integer m ě 0, we have

e2mpidz1 ^ dz1 ` idz2 ^ dz2q ď c3Rm on
 
e´m´1 ď }z} ď e´m, }w} ă 2

(
.

(2) For each 0 ă r ď 1, if m is the integer such that e´m´1 ă r ď e´m, then

ir´2pdz1 ^ dz1 ` dz2 ^ dz2q ď c3

8ÿ

n“0

e´2nRm`n on
 
0 ă }z} ă r, }w} ă 2

(
.

Proof. (1) In the considered domain, we have |φ`m| ď 2M . Therefore, χ1pφ`mq ě 1
10M

and χ2pφ ` mq P
“

1
8M
, 1
4M

‰
. Define pφ :“ φ ˝ Π and pψ :“ pφ ´ log |u1|. So pψ is a smooth

function on pU1 because ddc pψ is smooth. Observe that |u1| ď }z} and hence |u1|
´1 ě em

on the region Π´1
 
e´m´1 ď }z} ď e´m, }w} ď 2

(
. We then obtain on the same region

that the form iBpφ ^ Bpφ is equal to

iBppψ ` log |u1|q ^ Bppψ ` log |u1|q

“ iB
”M ` 1

M
pψ `

M

M ` 1
log |u1|

ı
^ B

”M ` 1

M
pψ `

M

M ` 1
log |u1|

ı

´
2M ` 1

M2
iB pψ ^ B pψ `

2M ` 1

pM ` 1q2
iB log |u1| ^ B log |u1|

ě ´
3

M
iB pψ ^ B pψ `

1

4M
e2midu1 ^ du1 since the first term in the last sum is positive.

Observe that the first term in the last line is bigger than ´ǫpω for some small constant

ǫ ą 0 because M is big. By Lemma 3.2, we also have Π˚pddcφq ě pω´ c1Π
˚prωq. Therefore,

for A " 1, using (3.2), we have

Π˚pRmq ě
1

200M2

`
e2midu1 ^ du1 ` pω

˘
.

Recall that em|u1| ď 1 on
 
e´m´1 ď }z} ď e´m, }w} ď 2

(
. So using that z1 “ u1

and z2 “ u1u2, we can find a bounded function θ0 and bounded forms θj on the region

Π´1
 
e´m´1 ď }z} ď e´m, }w} ď 2

(
such that

Π˚
`
ie2mpdz1 ^ dz1 ` dz2 ^ dz2q

˘
“ e2mθ0idu1 ^ du1 ` emdu1 ^ θ1 ` emdu1 ^ θ2 ` θ3.

By Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the last sum is bounded above by e2mθ1
0idu1 ^ du1 ` θ1

3

for some bounded function θ1
0 and bounded form θ1

3. This, combined with the previous

estimate for Π˚pRmq, implies the inequality in (1) for a suitable constant c3.

(2) Observe that r´2 ď e2m`2. Applying the first assertion for m`n instead of m yields

the desired estimate for a suitable constant c3. �

Lemma 3.6. Let T1 and T2 be two positive ddc-closed p1, 1q-currents of mass 1 on X. Then

there is a constant c4 ą 0, independent of T1, T2, such that
@
T1 b T2, Rm ^ rω

D
ď c4 for all m ě 1.
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Proof. Since χ2 is supported on r´3M, 3Ms, we see that the factor in front of iBφ ^ Bφ
in (3.2) is non-zero only if |φ ` m| ď 3M. Moreover, we know that |φ ´ log }z}| ď M.

So the above factor is non-zero only if |m ´ log }z}| ď 4M, that is, z belongs to the ring

te´m´4M ď }z} ď e´m`4Mu. Therefore, it is enough to prove an estimate, similar to the

one in the lemma, for an integral on a chart B ˆ B as above because these charts cover a

neighbourhood of ∆ and hence the support of Rm for m large enough.

By Lemma 3.2, outside the diagonal ∆, we have

iBφ ^ Bφ . }z}´2ddc}z}2 ` rω.
This, coupled with the expression of Rm in (3.2), implies that

@
T1 b T2, Rm ^ rω

D
BˆB

.
@
T1 b T2, rω2

D
`
@
T1 b T2, dd

cφ ^ rω
D

`

ż

e´m´4Mď}x´y}ďe´m`4M

´
T1pxq b T2pyq

¯
^ }x´ y}´2ddc}x ´ y}2 ^ rω,

where we recall that pz, wq “ px´ y, yq.
It is clear that the first term in the last sum is equal to xT1, ωyxT2, ωy “ 1. By Lemma

3.4, the second term is also bounded. So it remains to check that the last term is bounded

by a constant independent of T1, T2 and m.

Setting r :“ e´m`4M , since }x´ y} « e´m and rω “ π˚
1 pωq ` π˚

2 pωq, the considered term

is bounded above by a constant times
ż

}x}ă1

´
r´2

ż

yPBpx,rq

T2pyq ^ ddcy}x´ y}2
¯
T1pxq ^ ωpxq

`

ż

}y}ă1

´
r´2

ż

xPBpy,rq

T1pxq ^ ddcx}x ´ y}2
¯
T2pyq ^ ωpyq

which is equal to
ż

}x}ă1

νpT2, x, rqT1pxq ^ ωpxq `

ż

}y}ă1

νpT1, y, rqT2pyq ^ ωpyq.

Thus, the lemma follows from Lemma B.1 and the fact that both T1 and T2 have mass

one. �

Lemma 3.7. Let T1 and T2 be two positive ddc-closed p1, 1q-currents of mass 1 on X. Then

there is a constant c5 ą 0, independent of T1 and T2, such that
@
T1 b T2, Rm ^ Rn

D
ď c5 for all m,n ě 1.

Proof. Since Rm ^ Rn is a closed smooth form of bi-degree p2, 2q on X ˆ X, it follows

from Lemma 3.1 that
@
T1 b T2, Rm ^ Rn

D
is equal to

@
Ω1 b Ω2, Rm ^ Rn

D
´
@

BS1 b BS2, Rm ^ Rn

D
´
@

BS1 b BS2, Rm ^ Rn

D
.

Denote the three terms in the last sum by I1, I2 and I3 respectively. We will show that

they are bounded independently of T1, T2, m and n.

Since Ωj is cohomologous to Tj which is of mass 1, the cohomology class of Ωj is

bounded. The forms Rm and Rn are both cohomologous to A2rω. Therefore, the integral

I1, which depends only on the cohomology classes of Ωj , Rn and Rm, is clearly bounded.
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In order to show that the sequences I2 and I3 are bounded, we only need to prove that

for every L2 functions f1, f2 on X and a bounded smooth p2, 2q-form α on X ˆ X :

(3.3)
ˇ̌
xpf1 b f2qα,Rm ^ Rny

ˇ̌
ď c}f1}L2}f2}L2 for a constant c independent of m,n.

We only need to consider the case where either n or m is big. Assume for simplicity

that m is larger than a fixed constant large enough. So Rm ^ Rn has support near the

diagonal ∆. Therefore, using a partition of unity, we can assume that both f1 and f2 have

support in the same chart B as above. Since we can write f1, f2 as linear combinations

of non-negative functions with bounded L2 norm, we can assume that both f1 and f2 are

non-negative. Moreover, since α can be written as a combination of bounded smooth

positive p2, 2q-forms, we can also assume that α is positive.

Observe that the factor before iBφ ^ Bφ in (3.2) vanishes outside the region Wm :“
te´m`4M ď }z} ď e´m`4Mu. Using (3.2) and Lemma 3.2, we obtain

Rm . Π˚ppωq ` 1WmiBφ ^ Bφ and similarly Rn . Π˚ppωq ` 1WniBφ^ Bφ.

Using these inequalities, Lemma 3.2 and the identity Bφ^ Bφ “ 0, we obtain

Rm ^ Rn . Π˚ppω2q ` 1WmpiBφ^ Bφq ^ Π˚ppωq ` 1WnpiBφ ^ Bφq ^ Π˚ppωq

. p}z}´2 ` 1Wm}z}´4 ` 1Wn}z}´4qrω2.

Consider the integral operator P acting on forms on B ˆ B with a suitable kernel

Kpx, yq obtained from the coefficients of the product of α with the last sum. Here, we

invoke Examples A.2 and A.3 from Appendix A by taking into account that }z} “ }x´ y}
and setting r :“ e´m`4M or r :“ e´n`4M . Applying Lemma A.1 to K for δ “ 0, we get

}P pf2q}L2 . }f2}L2. Hence,

xpf1 b f2qα,Rm ^ Rny . xf1, P pf2qy . }f1}L2}f2}L2 .

This completes the proof of (3.3). �

Lemma 3.8. Let T1 and T2 be two positive ddc-closed p1, 1q-currents of mass 1 on X. Assume

that T1 has no mass on the set tνpT2, ¨q ą 0u and T2 has no mass on the set tνpT1, ¨q ą 0u.

Then there is a constant c6 ą 0, independent of T1, T2, and for each 0 ă r ď 1, there is a

constant ǫr ą 0 depending on T1, T2 such that ǫr Ñ 0 as r Ñ 0 and the following estimate

holds. For any continuous function fpz, wq with compact support in prBq ˆ B, we have
ˇ̌@
T1 b T2, fγ

Dˇ̌
ď }f}8 maxpǫrr

k, c6r
4q.

Here, γ is the wedge-product of four 1-forms among dz1, dz2, dw1, dw2 or their complex con-

jugates, and k is the total degree of dz1, dz2, dz1, dz2 in γ.

Proof. Note that for a bi-degree reason, the pairing in the lemma vanishes unless γ is of

bi-degree p2, 2q. Since the real and imaginary parts of f can be written as differences

of bounded non-negative functions, we can assume that f is a non-negative real-valued

function. For simplicity, we can also assume that }f}8 “ 1. We distinguishes 5 cases

according to the value of k.

Case 1. Assume that k “ 0 and hence γ “ ˘dw1 ^ dw1 ^ dw2 ^ dw2. Observe that

positive ddc-closed p1, 1q-currents on X have no mass on finite sets. Then, by applying

Fubini’s theorem, we obtain that T1 b T2 has no mass on ∆. Therefore, the positive
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measure pT1 b T2q ^ idw1 ^ dw1 ^ idw2 ^ dw2 has no mass on ∆. It follows that its mass

on t}w} ď 2, }z} ď ru tends to 0 as r Ñ 0. Hence,

|xT1 b T2, fdw1 ^ dw1 ^ dw2 ^ dw2y| ď ǫr

for a suitable choice of ǫr satisfying the properties in the lemma.

Case 2. Assume that k “ 4 and hence γ “ ˘dz1 ^ dz1 ^ dz2 ^ dz2. Let m be the integer

such that e´m´1 ă r ď e´m. So fidz1 ^ dz1 ^ idz2 ^ dz2 is a positive form bounded by

e2r4pir´2pdz1 ^dz1 `dz2 ^dz2qq2. Since T1 bT2 has no mass on ∆, it follows from Lemma

3.5 that

ˇ̌@
T1 b T2, fdz1 ^ dz1 ^ dz2 ^ dz2

Dˇ̌
. e2r4

8ÿ

n,n1“0

e´2n´2n1@
T1 b T2, Rm`n ^ Rm`n1

D
.

The last sum is bounded according to Lemma 3.7. This proves the lemma for Case 2.

Case 3a. Assume that k “ 2 and the bi-degree of γ in dz1, dz2, dz1, dz2 is p1, 1q. It follows

that the bi-degree of γ in dw1, dw2, dw1, dw2 is also p1, 1q. Observe that dzj ^dzk is a linear

combination of the positive forms

idzj ^ dzj , idpzj ˘ zkq ^ dpzj ˘ zkq and idpzj ˘ izkq ^ dpzj ˘ izkq.

Moreover, the last forms are bounded by a constant times idz1 ^ dz1 ` idz2 ^ dz2 be-

cause this form is strictly positive. A similar property holds for the variables w1 and w2.

Therefore, it is enough to consider the case where γ “ dzj ^ dzj ^ dwk ^ dwk.

Recall that pz, wq “ px´ y, yq. So we have

ˇ̌@
T1 b T2, fγ

Dˇ̌
. r2

ż

}y}ă1

´
r´2

ż

xPBpy,rq

T1pxq ^ ddcx}x´ y}2
¯
T2pyq ^ ωpyq

» r2
ż

}y}ă1

νpT1, y, rqT2pyq ^ ωpyq.

Applying Lemma B.1 and Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem to the expression

in the last line, we see that it converges to the limit
ż

}y}ă1

νpT1, yqT2pyq ^ ωpyq

when r tends 0. By hypothesis, the last integral is equal to 0. This ends the proof of Case

3a for a suitable choice of ǫr.

Case 3b. Assume that k “ 2 and the bi-degree of γ in dz1, dz2, dz1, dz2 is p2, 0q. It follows

that γ “ ˘dz1 ^ dz2 ^ dw1 ^ dw2. Let χ be a smooth function with compact support in

t}w} ă 2, }z} ă ru such that 0 ď χ ď 1 and χ “ 1 in a neighbourhood of the support of

f . By Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we can bound |xT1 b T2, fγy| from above by
ˇ̌@
T1 b T2, χ

2dz1 ^ dz1 ^ dz2 ^ dz2
Dˇ̌1{2 ˇ̌@

T1 b T2, f
2dw1 ^ dw1 ^ dw2 ^ dw2

Dˇ̌1{2
.

According to Cases 1 and 2, the last product is bounded by ǫrr
2 for a suitable choice of

ǫr. This ends the proof of Case 3b.

Case 3c. Assume that k “ 2 and the bi-degree of γ in dz1, dz2, dz1, dz2 is p0, 2q. This case

can be treated in the same way as Case 3b.
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Case 4a. Assume that k “ 1 and the bi-degree of γ in dz1, dz2, dz1, dz2 is p1, 0q. So γ has

the form γ “ ˘dzj ^ dwk ^ dwl ^ dwl. With χ as before, by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,

|xT1 b T2, fγy| is bounded from above by
ˇ̌@
T1 b T2, χ

2dzj ^ dzj ^ dwl ^ dwl

Dˇ̌1{2ˇ̌@
T1 b T2, f

2dwk ^ dwk ^ dwl ^ dwl

Dˇ̌1{2
.

So Case 4a is a consequence of Cases 1 and 3a.

Case 4b. Assume that k “ 1 and the bi-degree of γ in dz1, dz2, dz1, dz2 is p0, 1q. This case

can be treated in the same way as Case 4a.

Case 5. Assume that k “ 3. This case can be treated as in Cases 4a and 4b using

Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the previous cases. �

3.2. Tangent currents in the local setting. We use the notations introduced earlier. In

particular, over ∆ X p5B ˆ 5Bq, with the coordinates pz, wq, E is identified with C2 ˆ 5B,

π is the projection pz, wq ÞÑ w and Aλ is equal to the map aλpz, wq :“ pλz, wq. Tangent

currents can be computed locally according to the following result.

Proposition 3.9. The mass of pT1 b T2qλ on any given compact subset of E is bounded

uniformly on λ with |λ| ě 1. Moreover, if pλnq is a sequence tending to infinity such that

pT1 b T2qλn converges to a current T, then in the above local coordinates pz, wq, we have

T “ lim
nÑ8

paλnq˚pT1 b T2q on C
2 ˆ B.

In particular, T does not depend on the choice of τ .

Note that the last assertion in the proposition is a consequence of the second one

because the identity in the proposition doesn’t involve the map τ . For the proof of this

proposition, we need some notions and results.

Definition 3.10. Let pαλq be a family of differential p-forms on X ˆ X or E, depending

on λ P C with |λ| larger than a fixed constant. We say that this family is fine and we write

αλ P Finpλq (resp. negligible and we write αλ P Negpλq) if the support supppαλq of αλ

tends to ∆ as λ Ñ 8 and if Properties (1) (2) (resp. (1) (2) (3)) below hold for all local

coordinate systems pz, wq we consider.

(1) supppαλq X pB ˆ Bq is contained in pA|λ|´1
Bq ˆ B for some constant A ą 0 inde-

pendent of λ;

(2) The sup-norm of the coefficient of γ in αλ is bounded by Opλkq, where γ is a

wedge-product of 1-forms among dz1, dz2, dw1, dw2 or their complex conjugates,

and k is the total degree of dz1, dz2, dz1, dz2 in γ, see also Lemma 3.8.

(3) (only for negligible families) The sup-norm of the coefficient of γ is opλkq when

γ is of maximal degree in dz1, dz2, dz1, dz2, or equivalently, when k “ p.

Note that Properties (1) and (2) are often easy to check. Properties (2) and (3) are

easier to obtain if we use the coordinates pλz, wq instead of pz, wq. To check that a family

is negligible, it is often enough to understand the leading coefficients of the terms of

maximal degree in dz1, dz2, dz1, dz2, see also the proof of Lemma 3.13 below.

Negligible families will be used in our study of tangent currents. They enter into the

picture in order to handle non-holomorphic changes of variables, i.e. the use of the map

τ . The following lemma will be used in order to establish properties of tangent currents.
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Lemma 3.11. Let pαλq be a negligible family of smooth 4-forms in X ˆX. Let T1 and T2 be

as in Lemma 3.8. Then we have

xT1 b T2, αλy Ñ 0 as λ Ñ 8.

Proof. We can use a partition of unity in order to work in local coordinates pz, wq as

above. So we can assume that the forms αλ have supports in p1
2
Bq ˆ p1

2
Bq. Lemma 3.8,

applied to r :“ A|λ|´1 with A from Definition 3.10, gives the result. �

To study tangent currents, we need a description of τ in local coordinates pz, wq in

B ˆ B. Consider the Taylor expansion of order 2 of τ in z, z with functions in w as

coefficients. Since τ is smooth admissible, when z tends to 0, this map and its differential

can be written as

(3.4) τpz, wq “
`
z ` Op}z}2q, w ` apwqz ` Op}z}2q

˘
,

and

(3.5) dτpz, wq “
`
dz ` O˚p}z}2q, dw ` Op1qdz ` Op}z}q

˘
,

where apwq is a 2ˆ 2 matrix whose entries are smooth functions in w and O˚p}z}kq is any

smooth 1-form that can be written as

O˚p}z}kq “ Op}z}k´1qdz ` Op}z}k´1qdz ` Op}z}kq.

We also have

(3.6) dτ´1pz, wq “
`
dz ` O˚p}z}2q, dw ` Op1qdz ` Op}z}q

˘
.

Lemma 3.12. If pαλq is a fine (resp. negligible) family of 4-forms on E, then pτ˚pαλqq is

also a fine (resp. negligible) family of 4-forms on X ˆ X.

Proof. This is a direct consequence of the above local description of dτ . �

Recall that τ is not holomorphic in general but it is close to a holomorphic map near

the diagonal ∆. The following lemma suggests that the non-holomorphicity of τ doesn’t

affect the computation of tangent currents.

Lemma 3.13. Let ϕ be a smooth function with compact support in B ˆ B. Then the family

ddcpϕ ˝aλq is fine and the families ddcpϕ ˝aλ ˝ τq ´ ddcpϕ ˝aλq, τ˚
`
ddcpϕ ˝aλq

˘
´ ddcpϕ ˝aλq

and ddcpϕ ˝ aλ ˝ τq ´ τ˚
`
ddcpϕ ˝ aλq

˘
are negligible, see Definition 3.10.

Proof. Observe that Property (1) in Definition 3.10 is satisfied for all these families of

forms. In particular, on the supports of the above forms we have }z} . |λ|´1. In order to

check Properties (2) and (3) of this definition, we use the following rules of computation

Finpλq ^ Finpλq “ Finpλq, Finpλq ^ Negpλq “ Negpλq and λ´1 Finpλq “ Negpλq.

When expanding the forms in the lemma using the coordinates pz, wq, the definition

of aλ and (3.4), (3.5), (3.6), we only have fine families of forms and for the non-leading

terms, an extra factor Opλ´1q or Op}z}q gives us negligible forms. We leave the details to

the reader and only highlight some points in the computation.

For simplicity, write ζ “ pζ1, ζ2, ζ3, ζ4q :“ pz1, z2, w1, w2q and s “ ps1, s2, s3, s4q :“
aλpτpz, wqq. Recall that ddc “ i

π
BB and we have
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BBpϕ ˝ aλ ˝ τq “
4ÿ

m,n“1

B2ϕ

BζmBζn
psqBsm ^ Bsn `

4ÿ

m,n“1

B2ϕ

BζmBζn
psqBsm ^ Bsn

`
4ÿ

m,n“1

B2ϕ

BζmBζn
psqBsm ^ Bsn `

4ÿ

m,n“1

B2ϕ

BζmBζn
psqBsm ^ Bsn

`
4ÿ

m“1

Bϕ

Bζm
psqBBsm `

4ÿ

m“1

Bϕ

Bζm
psqBBsm.

In the same way, we can expand ddcpϕ ˝ aλq and τ˚
`
ddcpϕ ˝ aλq

˘
. It is easy to compare

them with ddcpϕ ˝ aλ ˝ τq. For example, using (3.5), we easily see that Bs1 ´ Bpλz1q is

negligible where s1 and λz1 are seen as the first coordinate of aλpτpz, wqq and aλpz, wq
respectively. So the role of τ is negligible here.

Another point involved in the computation is the comparison between the coefficients

of the above forms. For example, using (3.4), we can observe that
ˇ̌
ˇ B2ϕ

BζmBζn
paλpτpz, wqqq ´

B2ϕ

BζmBζn
paλpz, wqq

ˇ̌
ˇ . }aλpτpz, wqq ´ aλpz, wq} . }z} . |λ|´1.

Here again, we see that the role of τ is negligible. The lemma is then obtained by a direct

computation. �

The following proposition establishes some properties of tangent currents.

Proposition 3.14. Let Φ be a continuous 4-form with support in a fixed compact subset of

E. Define Φλ :“ A˚
λpΦq and Ψλ :“ τ˚A˚

λpΦq. Then, we have the following properties.

(1) If Φ ^ π˚pΩq “ 0 for any smooth p2, 2q-form Ω on ∆, then the families of pΦλq and

pΨλq are negligible.

(2) If }Φ}8 ď 1, then lim supλÑ8 |xTλ,Φy| is bounded above by a constant which does

not depend on Φ.

(3) If Φ ^ π˚pΩq ě 0 for any smooth positive p2, 2q-form Ω on ∆, then any limit value

of xTλ,Φy, when λ Ñ 8, is non-negative. In particular, this property holds when Φ

is a positive p2, 2q-form.

(4) If Φ “ ddcφ for some smooth p1, 1q-form φ with compact support in E, then we have

xTλ,Φy Ñ 0 as λ Ñ 8.

Proof. We continue to use the local coordinates pz, wq as above. Observe that if pχkq is

a finite partition of unity for ∆, then pχk ˝ πq is a finite partition of unity for E. Using

such a partition, we can reduce the problem to the case where Φ and φ have supports in

pr0Bq ˆ p1
2
Bq for some constant r0 ą 0.

(1) The hypothesis in (1) implies that the coefficient of dz1 ^ dz1 ^ dz2 ^ dz2 in Φ

vanishes. Then, a direct computation shows that pΦλq is negligible. By Lemma 3.12, the

family pΨλq is also negligible.

(2) Modulo a negligible family of forms, thanks to the first assertion, we have

Φλ » fλpz, wq|λ|4pidz1 ^ dz1 ^ idz2 ^ dz2q,

where fλ is a smooth function supported by pr0|λ|´1Bq ˆ p1
2
Bq and |fλ| is bounded by a

constant. Then, we deduce from (3.5) that Ψλ satisfies a similar property and has support
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in p2r0|λ|´1Bqˆp1
2
Bq when λ is large enough. By Lemma 3.11, negligible families of forms

do not change the limit we are considering. Thus, Lemma 3.8 implies the result.

(3) We can assume that Φλ is as in (2). The hypothesis of (3) implies that the coeffi-

cient of idz1 ^ dz1 ^ idz2 ^ dz2 in Φ is non-negative. It follows that fλ ě 0. Using (3.4),

we can see that Ψλ is the product of a positive function gλ with idz1 ^ dz1 ^ idz2 ^ dz2
plus a form in a negligible family. Since T1 and T2 are positive, we have

@
T1 b T2, gλidz1 ^ dz1 ^ idz2 ^ dz2

D
ě 0.

The result follows easily.

(4) Using local coordinates, we can write φ as a finite combination of forms of type

uddcv, where u and v are smooth functions supported by pr0Bq ˆ p1
2
Bq. For simplicity, we

can assume that φ “ uddcv. Define

φλ :“ a˚
λpφq “ pu ˝ aλqddcpv ˝ aλq and ψλ :“ pu ˝ aλ ˝ τqddcpv ˝ aλ ˝ τq.

Write τ “ pτ1, τ2q in the natural way with τ1, τ2 having values in C2. We have

u ˝ aλ “ upλz, wq and u ˝ aλ ˝ τ “ upλτ1pz, wq, τ2pz, wqq.

Similar identities hold for v instead of u.

Now, observe that τ˚pddcφλq ´ ddcψλ is equal to

τ˚ddcpu ˝ aλq ^ τ˚ddcpv ˝ aλq ´ ddcpu ˝ aλ ˝ τq ^ ddcpv ˝ aλ ˝ τq

“
“
τ˚ddcpu ˝ aλq ´ ddcpu ˝ aλ ˝ τq

‰
^
“
τ˚ddcpv ˝ aλq

‰

`
“
ddcpu ˝ aλ ˝ τq

‰
^
“
τ˚ddcpv ˝ aλq ´ ddcpv ˝ aλ ˝ τq

‰
.

Using Lemma 3.13, Definition 3.10 and the rules of computations given in the proof of

Lemma 3.13, we can check that both terms in the last sum belong to negligible families

of 4-forms.

It follows from Lemma 3.11 that
@

pT1 b T2qλ, dd
cφ
D

“
@
T1 b T2, τ

˚pddcφλq
D

“
@
T1 b T2, dd

cψλ

D
` op1q as λ Ñ 8.

It remains to show that
@
T1 b T2, dd

cψλ

D
tends to 0. Using Lemma 3.1, we have

@
T1 b T2, dd

cψλ

D
“ ´xBS1 b BS2, dd

cψλy ´ xBS1 b BS2, dd
cψλy.

By Lemmas 3.12 and 3.13, the family pddcψλq is fine. Therefore, by Lemma A.4, it is

enough to show that ddcψλ tends to 0 weakly.

Since the family pddcψλq is fine, the mass of ddcψλ is bounded. So, when λ tends to

infinity, this sequence accumulates to 4-currents of finite mass supported by ∆. Moreover,

since ddcψλ is d-exact, any limit R of ddcψλ is a d-exact 4-current. In particular, R is a

normal 4-current supported by ∆. Thus, we can identify it to a 0-current on ∆, according

to the classical support theorem, see [14]. Finally, since the only d-exact 0-current on ∆

is zero, we get R “ 0. The result follows. �

We continue the proof of Proposition 3.9. The second assertion in Proposition 3.14

implies that the mass of pT1bT2qλ on any given compact subset of E is bounded uniformly

on λ with λ large enough.

Consider any sequence pλnq of complex numbers tending to infinity. After extracting

a subsequence, we can assume that pT1 b T2qλn converges to a 4-current T of locally

finite mass in E. The first assertion in Proposition 3.14 shows that in the above local
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coordinates pz, wq, if the coefficient of dz1 ^dz1 ^dz2 ^dz2 in Φ vanishes then xT,Φy “ 0.

Consequently, we have T ^ dwj “ 0 and T ^ dwj “ 0. Hence, T is a current of bi-degree

p2, 2q.
The third assertion of Proposition 3.14 implies that T is positive. Finally, the fourth

assertion in that proposition is equivalent to saying that T is ddc-closed.

Lemma 3.15. There is a positive measure ϑ on ∆ such that T “ π˚pϑq. In particular, the

current T is closed.

Proof. We follow the argument in the proof of [12, Lem. 3.7]. Consider the family G of all

positive ddc-closed p2, 2q-currentsR on E which are vertical in the sense thatR^π˚pΩq “ 0

for any smooth form Ω of positive degree on ∆.

Claim. If R is any current in G and v is a smooth positive function on ∆, then pv ˝ πqR
also belongs to G .

Indeed, it is clear that pv ˝ πqR is a positive and vertical p2, 2q-current. The only point

to check is that pv ˝ πqR is ddc-closed. Define rv :“ v ˝ π. We have ddcR “ 0 and since

R is vertical, we get that drv ^ R “ 0, dcrv ^ R “ 0 and ddcrv ^ R “ 0. Consequently, a

straightforward calculation shows that

ddcprvRq “ dpdcrv ^ Rq ´ dcpdrv ^ Rq ´ ddcrv ^ R ` rvddcR “ 0,

which completes the proof of the claim.

We infer from the claim that every extremal element in G is supported by a fiber of

π which is a complex plane. A positive ddc-closed p2, 2q-current on a complex plane is

defined by a positive pluriharmonic function. On the other hand, positive plurisubhar-

monic functions on a complex plane are necessarily constant. Hence, extremal elements

in G are proportional to the currents of integration on fibers of π. In order to get the

lemma, we only need to show that any R in G is an average of those extremal currents.

Consider the convex cone of positive ddc-closed vertical currents R as above. Observe

that the set of currents with mass 1 is compact and is a basis of the considered cone.

Therefore, Choquet’s representation theorem implies that any current in the cone is an

average on the extremal elements. The lemma follows. �

End of the proof of Proposition 3.9. Consider a smooth test 4-form Ω with compact sup-

port in C2 ˆ B. Denote by fpz, wq the coefficient of dz1 ^ dz1 ^ dz2 ^ dz2 in Ω. By the

definition of T, Proposition 3.14 and the above discussion on negligible families of forms,

we see that only the component fpz, wqdz1 ^ dz1 ^ dz2 ^ dz2 of Ω matters in computing

the limit. So we have

xT,Ωy “ lim
nÑ8

@
T1 b T2, τ

˚A˚
λn

pfpz, wqdz1 ^ dz1 ^ dz2 ^ dz2q
D

“ lim
nÑ8

@
T1 b T2, |λn|4fpλnτ1, τ2qτ

˚
1 pdz1 ^ dz1 ^ dz2 ^ dz2q

D

and

xT1 b T2, a
˚
λn
Ωy “ lim

nÑ8

@
T1 b T2, a

˚
λn

pfpz, wqdz1 ^ dz1 ^ dz2 ^ dz2q
D

“ lim
nÑ8

@
T1 b T2, |λn|4fpλnz, wqdz1 ^ dz1 ^ dz2 ^ dz2

D
.

Thus, it is enough to check that the family of forms

|λn|4fpλnτ1, τ2qτ
˚
1 pdz1 ^ dz1 ^ dz2 ^ dz2q ´ |λn|4fpλnz, wqdz1 ^ dz1 ^ dz2 ^ dz2
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is negligible. But this can be easily obtained using the same computation as in the proof

of Lemma 3.13. �

Proof of Theorem 2.2 (1). This is a direct consequence of Proposition 3.9 and Lemma 3.15

above. �

3.3. Proof of the mass formula. In this section, we prove Part (2) of Theorem 2.2. For

this purpose, we will use families of smooth test closed 4-forms pΦλ and Φλ on E and on

X ˆ X that we construct below.

Lemma 3.16. There is a smooth closed p2, 2q-form pΦ with compact support in E which is

cohomologous to ∆. In particular, we have
ż

π´1px,xq

pΦ “ 1 for every point px, xq P ∆.

Proof. Observe that we can compactify E in order to get a compact Kähler manifold

E. According to [10], we can regularize the current r∆s on E. More precisely, there

is a sequence of smooth closed p2, 2q-forms Tn on E converging to r∆s in the sense of

currents. Each form Tn can be written as the difference of two positive closed p2, 2q-
forms. Moreover, the support of Tn tends to ∆ as n tends to infinity, see [10, Rk 4.5]. So,

for the first assertion in the lemma, it is enough to choose Φ “ Tn with n large enough.

For the second assertion, observe that the measure Φ ^ rπ´1px, xqs is cohomologous to

the Dirac mass r∆s ^ rπ´1px, xqs. Hence, the integral of Φ^ rπ´1px, xqs is equal to 1. This

ends the proof of the lemma. �

Define for |λ| ě 1
pΦλ :“ pAλq˚ppΦq and Φλ :“ τ˚ppΦλq.

Clearly, pΦλ is a smooth closed p2, 2q-form and Φλ is a smooth closed 4-form.

Lemma 3.17. The form Φλ converges to r∆s in the sense of currents when λ goes to infinity.

Moreover, the three families pΦλq, pλBΦλq and pλBΦλq are fine.

Proof. It is not difficult to see that pΦλ converges to r∆s in the sense of currents. The first

assertion in the lemma follows easily. The second assertion is obtained as in Subsection

3.2 by using that BpΦλ “ 0, BpΦλ “ 0, and also Bτ “ Op|λ|´1q, Bτ “ Op|λ|´1q on the support

of Φλ. �

End of the proof of Theorem 2.2(2). Recall that in (B.3), the form BSj and BSj are uniquely

determined by Tj . Therefore, we will use here the following decomposition given by

Proposition B.4

(3.7) Tj “ Ωj ` BSj ` BSj ` iBBuj,

where Ωj is a smooth closed p1, 1q-form, Sj, Sj, BSj, BSj, BSj , BSj are forms of class L2

and uj, Buj, Buj are forms of class Lp for every 1 ď p ă 2.

By Lemma 3.16, we have

}ϑ} “
@
π˚pϑq, pΦ

D
“ lim

nÑ8

@
pT1 b T2qλn ,

pΦ
D

“ lim
nÑ8

@
T1 b T2,Φλn

D
.

We use now (3.7), Stokes’ theorem and the fact that Φλn is closed (but not necessarily

B-closed or B-closed) in order to expand the last integral
@
T1 b T2,Φλn

D
as in Lemma 3.1.
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Since Φλn is closed, the terms like
@
Ω1 b iBBu2,Φλn

D
or

@
iBBu1 b iBBu2,Φλn

D
vanish. We

have
@
T1 b T2,Φλn

D
“ xΩ1 b Ω2,Φλny ´ xBS1 b BS2,Φλny ´ xBS1 b BS2,Φλny

´xBS1 b S2, BΦλny ´ ixBu1 b BS2, BΦλny ` similar terms involving Buj, Buj, BΦλn or BΦλn .

We can now apply Lemma 3.17, and then Lemma A.4 with c “ 1 for the first three terms

in the last sum. Their sum converges toż

X

Ω1 ^ Ω2 ´

ż

X

BS1 ^ BS2 ´

ż

X

BS1 ^ BS2.

Then, Lemma A.5 shows that the other terms in the above expression of
@
T1 b T2,Φλn

D

tend to 0. Recall that we use (3.7) given by Proposition B.4. This completes the proof of

the theorem. �

4. VANISHING OF THE TANGENT CURRENTS IN THE FOLIATION SETTING

The purpose of this section is to prove Theorem 2.5. The proof is given in the first

subsection modulo two auxiliary propositions which will be proved in the last two sub-

sections.

4.1. Main steps of the proof of the vanishing theorem. Let F be as in Theorem 2.5.

Consider a positive ddc-closed p1, 1q-current T directed by F . Recall that if T has positive

mass on a leaf, then this leaf is an invariant closed analytic curve of F , see Theorem

2.6. So for Theorem 2.5, we can assume that T has no mass on each single leaf of F .

It follows from (1.1) and (B.1) that νpT, xq “ 0 for all x outside the singularities of

F . Since positive ddc-closed p1, 1q-currents have no mass on finite sets, we can apply

Theorem 2.2 to the tensor product T b T .

Consider a tangent current T to T b T along ∆. With the notation as in the above

sections, there is a sequence λn converging to infinity and a positive measure ϑ on ∆ » X

such that

T “ lim
nÑ8

pT b T qλn “ π˚pϑq.

We can identify ϑ with a positive measure on X. Recall that by Theorem 2.2 the mass m

of ϑ does not depend on the choice of T. The following propositions will be proved in

the next subsections.

Proposition 4.1. For every choice of the tangent current T, the measure ϑ is supported on

the singularities of F .

Throughout this section, we consider λ real such that λ ą 1 and s :“ log λ ą 0. We

refer to (C.4) for the notion of expectation Ep¨q.

Proposition 4.2. We have

lim
sÑ8

EppT b T qλq “ 0

in a neighbourhood of each point pp, pq P ∆, where p is any singular point of F .

End of the proof of Theorem 2.5. Let T1 be a limit current of EppT b T qλq when s “ log λ

tends to infinity. This current belongs to the convex hull of all the above tangent currents

T. So we have T1 “ π˚pϑ1q for some positive measure ϑ1 of mass m on ∆ » X. By

Propositions 4.1 and 4.2, we have ϑ1 “ 0. Therefore, we get m “ 0 and hence, by
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the mass formula in Theorem 2.2, we have T “ 0 for any choice of T. This proves the

theorem. �

4.2. Vanishing of the tangent currents outside the singularities. We follow the same

lines as in Kaufmann’s work [25]. Consider any flow box U of F outside the singularities,

see Subsection 2.1. So we can choose holomorphic coordinates x “ px1, x2q in which the

plaques of F in U are given by

Lα “ tx2 “ φαpx1qu,

where φα : 3D Ñ 3D is a holomorphic function such that φαp0q “ α and

(4.1) κ´1
0 |α ´ β| ď |φαpx1q ´ φβpx1q| ď κ0|α ´ β|

for all x1, α, β in 3D and for some constant κ0 ě 1.

Since T is a diffuse positive ddc-closed current directed by F , as in (1.1), we have the

following decomposition in the flow box U,

T “

ż
hαrLαsdµpαq,

where rLαs denotes the current of integration along the plaque Lα, hα is a positive har-

monic function on Lα for µ-almost every α P 3D, and µ is a diffuse positive measure

of finite mass on 3D. We multiply µ by the positive function hαp0, αq and divide hα by

hαp0, αq in order to assume that hαp0, αq “ 1 for µ-almost every α P 3D. By Harnack’s in-

equality, there is a constant κ ě 1 such that (we reduce slightly the flow box if necessary)

(4.2) κ´1 ď hαpxq ď κ for µ-almost every α P 3D and for x P Lα.

Consider the product foliation F ˆ F on X ˆ X. The above coordinates on the flow

box U induce natural holomorphic coordinates px, yq “ px1, x2, y1, y2q on U ˆ U in which

the plaques of F ˆ F are given by

Lα,β :“ Lα ˆ Lβ “
 
x2 “ φαpx1q, y2 “ φβpy1q

(
.

The tensor product T b T is a positive current of bi-dimension p2, 2q on X ˆ X directed

by F ˆ F which is given on U ˆ U by

T b T “

ż
phα b hβqrLα,βsdpµb µqpα, βq.

Since µ has no atoms, by Fubini’s theorem, µ b µ gives no mass to the set tα “ βu in

3D ˆ 3D, or equivalently, T b T gives no mass to the diagonal ∆ of X ˆ X.

To investigate the tangent currents of TˆT along ∆ “ tx “ yu, it is convenient to work

in the holomorphic coordinates pz, wq :“ px´y, yq and to use new parameters ζ “ pζ1, ζ2q
with ζ1 :“ α ´ β and ζ2 :“ β. Write z “ pz1, z2q and w “ pw1, w2q. In the coordinate

system pz, wq, the diagonal ∆ is given by the equation z “ 0. Since x “ z ` w, y “ w,

α “ ζ1 ` ζ2 and β “ ζ2, the plaque Lα,β transforms to (here, we are only interested in

parts of Lα,β near the origin)

Γζ :“
 

pz1, fζpz1, w1q, w1, φζ2pw1qq with z1, w1 P D
(
,

where

fζpz1, w1q :“ φζ1`ζ2pz1 ` w1q ´ φζ2pw1q.
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Always in the coordinates pz, wq, the decomposition of T b T becomes

T b T “

ż
hζ1`ζ2pz ` wqhζ2pwqrΓζsdpµ b µqpζq.

The dilation Aλ in the direction normal to ∆ is equal to the map aλpz, wq :“ pλz, wq. Note

that (4.1) implies that the distance between Γζ and ∆ is bounded below by a positive

constant times |ζ1|. Such properties allow us to obtain as in [25, Lem. 4.4, 4.5] the

following lemma.

Lemma 4.3. (1) The mass of paλq˚rΓζs on any given compact set is bounded uniformly

in pλ, ζq with |ζ1| ď |λ|´1.

(2) There exists a ball W centered at the origin such that paλq˚rΓζs has no mass on W

for every pair pλ, ζq such that |ζ1| ą |λ|´1.

Proof of Proposition 4.1. We only need to show that any limit of the current paλq˚pT b T q
is zero in W when λ tends to infinity. Using the estimate (4.2), we see that

paλq˚pT b T q ď κ2Sλ, where Sλ :“

ż
paλq˚rΓζsdpµb µqpζq.

Write Sλ “ S 1
λ ` S2

λ with

S 1
λ :“

ż

|ζ1|ď|λ|´1

paλq˚rΓζsdpµb µqpζq and S2
λ :“

ż

|ζ1|ą|λ|´1

pSλq˚rΓζsdpµb µqpζq.

By Lemma 4.3(2), we have S2
λ “ 0 on W . By Lemma 4.3(1), the mass of S 1

λ over W is

bounded by a constant times pµ b µqpt|ζ1| ă |λ|´1uq. The last quantity tends to 0 as λ

tends to infinity because µ b µ gives no mass to the set tζ1 “ 0u “ tα “ βu. Therefore,

S 1
λ tends to 0 on W when λ tends to infinity. This ends the proof of the proposition. �

4.3. Vanishing of the tangent currents near the singularities. In this subsection, we

will give the proof of Proposition 4.2. From now on, we only consider real positive

parameters λ “ es with s ą 0 and place ourselves in the setting of Appendix C. In

particular, the properties of some segments and half-lines in the sector S, described after

Lemma C.2, are important in our study. We continue to use the notations introduced at

the end of the Introduction.

As in (C.1), we will use the following parametrization of Lα

(4.3) x1 “ αeiηpζ`log |α|{bq and x2 “ eipζ`log |α|{bq with ζ “ u ` iv P C

and similarly, we will use the following parametrization of Lβ

(4.4) y1 “ βeiηpζ̌`log |β|{bq and y2 “ eipζ̌`log |β|{bq with ζ̌ “ ǔ ` iv̌ P C.

For θ “ pθ1, θ2q P D2, λ “ es ą 1, and α, β P A, consider the intersection

Zλ
α,β,θ :“

 
pζ, ζ̌q P S ˆ S, px, yq P pLα ˆ Lβq X tz “ θ{λu

(
,

where the points are counted with multiplicity.

In D
2 ˆ D

2, the intersection of the current Tα b Tβ with the current of integration on

the 2-dimensional complex plane tz “ θ{λu is equal to the positive measure

(4.5) ϑλα,β,θ :“ pTα b Tβq ^ rz “ θ{λs “
ÿ

pζ,ζ̌qPZλ
α,β,θ

Hαpx1, x2qHβpy1, y2qδpx,yq,
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where δpx,yq is the Dirac mass at the point px, yq. Consider also the open set

(4.6) Θ :“
 
θ “ pθ1, θ2q P D

2, |θ1 ´ 1| ă ǫ0, |θ2 ´ 1| ă ǫ0
(
,

where ǫ0 ą 0 is a fixed small enough constant depending only on η. We will show that

the masses of the measures ϑλα,β,θ satisfy the following property.

Proposition 4.4. The following property holds for all singularities of F . There is a constant

c ą 0 such that for µ-almost every α, β P A and all s “ log λ ą 0 we have

sup
θPΘ

ż

α,βPA

E
`
}ϑλα,β,θ}

˘
dµpαqdµpβq ď c and lim

sÑ8
sup
θPΘ

ż

α,βPA

E
`
}ϑλα,β,θ}

˘
dµpαqdµpβq “ 0.

Taking into account this result, we first complete the proof of Proposition 4.2.

Proof of Proposition 4.2. Consider a cluster value T1 of the family EppT b T qλq when s “
log λ tends to infinity. We need to show that T1 “ 0. By Proposition 4.1, we only need to

check this property near a singularity of the foliation. Moreover, by Theorem 2.2, in the

local setting we consider, T1 is a cluster value of Eppaλq˚pT b T qq when s “ log λ tends to

infinity. We also have T1 “ crπ´1p0qs for some constant c ě 0. Our goal is to show that

c “ 0.

For this purpose, on the open set

Θ ˆ D
2 “

 
pz, wq P D

2 ˆ D
2, z P Θ

(
,

we consider the following measures

ϑλ :“ paλq˚pT b T q ^ pidz1 ^ dz1q ^ pidz2 ^ dz2q and ϑ1
λ :“ Epϑλq.

It is enough to show that the mass of ϑ1
λ tends to 0 as s “ log λ tends to infinity. Indeed,

since T1 “ crπ´1p0qs, this property implies that T1 vanishes on Θ ˆ D2 and hence c “ 0.

Observe that the mass of ϑλ is equal to the mass of paλq˚pϑλq. The last mass is equal to

a constant times the average of

mpθq :“

ż

α,βPA

}ϑλα,β,θ}dµpαqdµpβq.

with respect to the Lebesgue measure on θ P Θ. The involved constant is the integral of

pidz1 ^ dz1q ^ pidz2 ^ dz2q on Θ. We deduce that the mass of ϑ1
λ is equal to a constant

times the average of

m1pθq :“

ż

α,βPA

Ep}ϑλα,β,θ}qdµpαqdµpβq.

The estimate in Proposition 4.4 and Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem imply

that m1pθq tends to 0 uniformly on θ. Thus, the mass of ϑ1
λ tends to 0. The result

follows. �

The rest of this section is devoted to prove Proposition 4.4. We need to understand

the set Zλ
α,β,θ which is the set of all solutions of the following system of equations with

unknown pζ, ζ̌q in S ˆ S, see also (4.3) and (4.4))

(4.7)

"
x1 ´ y1 “ θ1{λ
x2 ´ y2 “ θ2{λ

ðñ

"
y1pρ1 ´ 1q “ θ1{λ
y2pρ2 ´ 1q “ θ2{λ

ðñ

"
x1p1 ´ 1{ρ1q “ θ1{λ
x2p1 ´ 1{ρ2q “ θ2{λ ,

where the ratios ρ1 and ρ2 are defined by

(4.8) ρ1 :“
x1

y1
“
α

β
eiηpζ´ζ̌`log |α|{b´log |β|{bq and ρ2 :“

x2

y2
“ eipζ´ζ̌`log |α|{b´log |β|{bq.
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Observe that these ratios are not equal to 0 and nor to 1 because θ P Θ.

Lemma 4.5. There is a constant N ą 0 such that Zλ
α,β,θ is N -sparse for all α, β P A, θ P Θ

and λ “ es ą 1, see also Definition C.6.

Proof. Let pζ˚, ζ̌˚q P SˆS be any point in Zλ
α,β,θ. Denote by x˚, y˚, ρ˚

1 , ρ
˚
2 the corresponding

values of x, y, ρ1, ρ2. We only consider |ρ˚
2 | ď 1 because the opposite case can be treated

in the same way. Write ζ “ ζ˚ ` ξ and ζ̌ “ ζ̌˚ ` ξ̌. Using (4.3) and (4.4), we see that the

system (4.7) is equivalent to

(4.9)

"
x˚
1peiηξ ´ 1q ´ y˚

1 peiηξ̌ ´ 1q “ 0

x˚
2peiξ ´ 1q ´ y˚

2 peiξ̌ ´ 1q “ 0
ðñ

"
ρ˚
1peiηξ ´ 1q ´ peiηξ̌ ´ 1q “ 0

ρ˚
2peiξ ´ 1q ´ peiξ̌ ´ 1q “ 0 .

We are interested in the case where both ξ and ξ̌ are small.

Since |ρ˚
2 | ď 1, from the second equation of (4.9) we get

ξ̌ “ fρ˚

2
pξq with fρ˚

2
pξq :“ ´i log

“
1 ` ρ˚

2peiξ ´ 1q
‰
,

where we use the principal branch of the function log. Substituting this value of ξ̌ to the

first equation of (4.9) gives

ρ˚
1peiηξ ´ 1q ´ pe

iηf
ρ˚

2

pξq
´ 1q “ 0.

The solutions of this equation are the zeros of the function

gρ˚

1
,ρ˚

2
pξq :“

1

maxp|ρ˚
1 ´ ρ˚

2 |, |ρ˚
2 ´ ρ˚2

2 |q

“
ρ˚
1peiηξ ´ 1q ´ pe

iηf
ρ˚

2

pξq
´ 1q

‰

“
1

maxp|ρ˚
1 ´ ρ˚

2 |, |ρ˚
2 ´ ρ˚2

2 |q

“
pρ˚

1 ´ ρ˚
2qpeiηξ ´ 1q ` ρ˚

2peiηξ ´ 1q ´ pe
iηf

ρ˚

2

pξq
´ 1q

‰

“
8ÿ

n“1

anpρ˚
1 , ρ

˚
2qξn,

where anpρ˚
1 , ρ

˚
2q are the Taylor coefficients of gρ˚

1
,ρ˚

2
at 0.

Fix a constant r ą 0 small enough. The sum of the second and third terms in the last

brackets can be seen as a holomorphic function in ρ˚
2 and ξ with |ρ˚

2 | ă 3 and ξ P 2rD.

Moreover, this function vanishes when ρ˚
2 “ 0 or ρ˚

2 “ 1. We easily deduce that

P :“
 
gρ˚

1
,ρ˚

2
pξq, ρ˚

1 , ρ
˚
2 P C, |ρ˚

2 | ď 2, ρ˚
2 “ 0, 1

(

is a normal family of holomorphic functions in ξ P 2rD. Note that this family does not

depend on α, β, θ and λ.

Claim. No sequence in P converges to the zero function.

Taking into the account the claim, we first complete the proof of the lemma. We show

that there is M ą 0 such that all gρ˚

1
,ρ˚

2
in P admit at most M zeros in rD, counting

multiplicity. Assume by contradiction that there is a sequence of functions gn in P such

that gn has at least n zeros in rD. By the claim, taking a subsequence allows us to assume

that gn converges locally uniformly on 2rD to a non-zero function g. By the classical

Hurwitz’s theorem g has infinitely many of zeros in rD which is not possible.

We have shown that if pζ˚, ζ̌˚q is a point in Zλ
α,β,θ then Zλ

α,β,θ admits not more than M

points in the ball of center pζ˚, ζ̌˚q and of radius r, counting multiplicity. It is not difficult

to deduce that Zλ
α,β,θ is N -sparse for some constant N ą 0 depending only on M and r.

The lemma is then proved.
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It remains to verify the claim. Assume by contradiction that there is a sequence in P

converging to 0. We only consider pρ˚
1 , ρ

˚
2q in that sequence. In particular, for each n,

the coefficient anpρ˚
1 , ρ

˚
2q tends to 0. Using a direct computation, we obtain the following

Taylor approximations of order 2 of fρ˚

2
pξq

fρ˚

2
pξq « ´iρ˚

2peiξ ´ 1q `
i

2
rρ˚

2peiξ ´ 1qs2 « ρ˚
2ξ `

i

2
pρ˚

2 ´ ρ˚2
2 qξ2.

We then deduce that

a1pρ˚
1 , ρ

˚
2q “ iη

ρ˚
1 ´ ρ˚

2

maxp|ρ˚
1 ´ ρ˚

2 |, |ρ˚
2 ´ ρ˚2

2 |q

and

2a2pρ
˚
1 , ρ

˚
2q “ η

p´ηρ˚
1 ` ρ˚

2q ` pη ´ 1qρ˚2
2

maxp|ρ˚
1 ´ ρ˚

2 |, |ρ˚
2 ´ ρ˚2

2 |q
“ iηa1pρ˚

1 , ρ
˚
2q`ηp1´ηq

ρ˚
2 ´ ρ˚2

2

maxp|ρ˚
1 ´ ρ˚

2 |, |ρ˚
2 ´ ρ˚2

2 |q
¨

Clearly, a1pρ˚
1 , ρ

˚
2q and a2pρ˚

1 , ρ
˚
2q cannot tend to 0 together. This is a contradiction

which ends the proof of the lemma. �

Let 0 ă ǫ ă 1 be a constant small enough whose value will be specified later. We divide

the set Zλ
α,β,θ of solutions of (4.7) into three disjoint subsets

Z
A,ǫ,λ
α,β,θ , Z

B,ǫ,λ
α,β,θ and Z

C,ǫ,λ
α,β,θ

corresponding to the following conditions (see also (4.8)):

(A)

"
|ρ1 ´ 1| ď ǫ

|ρ2 ´ 1| ď ǫ
(B)

"
either |ρ1 ´ 1| ď ǫ and |ρ2 ´ 1| ą ǫ

or |ρ1 ´ 1| ą ǫ and |ρ2 ´ 1| ď ǫ
(C)

"
|ρ1 ´ 1| ą ǫ

|ρ2 ´ 1| ą ǫ.

In the following lemmas, we will use the notations such as the sector S and the half-lines

Q,Λ1,s,Λ2,s introduced in Appendix C, see the discussion after Lemma C.2 and Definition

C.6. For every set X denote by ∆X the diagonal of X ˆ X.

Fix a constant N ą 1 large enough which depends only on η. We will only require it

to satisfy Lemma 4.6 below and we only consider ǫ such that 0 ă ǫ ! N´1e´N . Consider

also the following condition

(AA) |δα,β| ď Nǫ with δα,β :“ pargα´ arg βq ´ iplog |α| ´ log |β|q ´ 2nπ ` 2mηπ

for some n,m P Z.

For simplicity, we choose the values of argα and arg β in r0, 2πq. Note that since α, β

belong to A, by considering the imaginary and real parts of δα,β, we see that if n,m exist,

they are unique and both |n|, |m| are bounded by a constant independent of α, β, ǫ. When

the condition (AA) fails, we define

Q1 :“ ∅, Λ1
1,s :“ ∅ and Λ1

2,s :“ ∅.

Define also

s1 :“ s ` log |δα,β | ` N ď s.

When the condition (AA) holds, we set

Q1 :“ Q and for s1 ă 0 Λ1
1,s “ Λ1

2,s :“ ∅, for s1 ě 0 Λ1
1,s :“ Λ1,s1, Λ1

2,s :“ Λ2,s1.
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Lemma 4.6. There are constants N ą 0 and κ ą 0, independent of ǫ, such that when ǫ is

small enough, the set ZA,ǫ,λ
α,β,θ is κ-dominated by ∆Q Y ∆Λ1

1,s
Y ∆Λ1

2,s
for all α, β P A, θ P Θ

and λ “ es ą 1.

Proof. We only consider points pζ, ζ̌q in the set Z
A,ǫ,λ
α,β,θ which satisfy (4.7) and the above

condition (A). We first study the dependence of ZA,ǫ,λ
α,β,θ on ǫ when ǫ goes to 0. So consider

ǫ small enough and tending to 0. All constants we use are independent of ǫ.

Observe that ρ1´1 and ρ2´1 can be expressed in terms of ζ´ζ̌ using (4.8). Then, using

the fact that et ´ 1 « t for |t| small, the condition (A) gives us the following estimates for

some integers n1 and m1

(4.10)

#
η
`
ζ ´ ζ̌ ` log |α|´log |β|

b

˘
` pargα ´ arg βq ´ iplog |α| ´ log |β|q ´ 2n1π “ Opǫq

ζ ´ ζ̌ ` log |α|´log |β|
b

´ 2m1π “ Opǫq.

Taking a suitable linear combination of these equations gives

(4.11) pargα ´ arg βq ´ iplog |α| ´ log |β|q ´ 2n1π ` 2m1ηπ “ Opǫq.

Observe that (4.11) cannot be true if α, β do not satisfy the condition (AA). We used

here that N is large and ǫ is small. In other words, the set ZA,ǫ,λ
α,β,θ is empty when the

condition (AA) fails. Clearly, the lemma is true in that case. From now on, assume that

the condition (AA) is satisfied. By considering the real and imaginary parts of the left

hand side of (4.11) and of δα,β in (AA), we obtain that n1 “ n and m1 “ m. Since |m|,
|n| are bounded, it follows from (4.10) and (4.11) that |ζ ´ ζ̌| is bounded by a constant.

So, in order to complete the proof of the lemma, we only need to show that the distance

between ζ̌ and Q1 Y Λ1
1,s Y Λ1

2,s is bounded by a constant.

As in (4.10), we obtain

(4.12)

#
ρ1 ´ 1 « ζ ´ ζ̌ ` log |α|´log |β|

b
´ 2mπ

ρ2 ´ 1 « η
`
ζ ´ ζ̌ ` log |α|´log |β|

b
´ 2mπ

˘
` δα,β .

It follows that one of the following three quantities is bounded below and above by

positive constants

|ρ1 ´ 1|

|ρ2 ´ 1|
, |ρ1 ´ 1|

|δα,β|
and

|ρ2 ´ 1|

|δα,β|
¨

We consider separately the three cases corresponding to the last three quantities. In

the first case, using (4.7), we get that |y1{y2| is bounded from below and above by pos-

itive constants. Therefore, |Repipη ´ 1qζ̌q| is bounded by a constant, or equivalently, the

distance between ζ̌ and Q is bounded by a constant. So the lemma is true in this case.

In the second case, the first equation in (4.7) implies that λ|y1||δα,β | is bounded from

below and above by positive constants. Therefore, we obtain

(4.13) |Repiηζ̌q ` s ` log |δα,β || ď c

for some constant c. Observe that Repiηζ̌q ď 0 for ζ̌ P S. Therefore, when s1 ă 0,

s ` log |δα,β| is negative with a large absolute value. So the inequality (4.13) is not

satisfied for any ζ̌ P S and this second case does not occur. Assume now that s1 ě 0.

Recall that the equation of Λ1
2,s is Repiηζ̌q ` s1 “ 0, see Appendix C. So, by (4.13), the

distance between ζ̌ and Λ1
2,s is bounded by a constant. The lemma is then true as well.
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The last case can be treated in the same way as for the second case. We obtain from

the second equation in (4.7) that λ|y2||δα,β | is bounded from below and above by positive

constants. It follows that

|Repiζ̌q ` s ` log |δα,β|| ď c

for some constant c. We conclude as above that the distance between ζ̌ and Λ1
1,s is

bounded by a constant. This ends the proof of the lemma. �

Recall that we only consider ǫ small enough. Define

A
2,ǫ :“

 
pα, βq P A

2 satisfying the condition (AA)
(
.

Lemma 4.7. There is a constant c ą 0 independent of ǫ such that for µ-almost every α, β P A

and for s “ log λ ě 1, we have

sup
θPΘ

E

´ ÿ

pζ,ζ̌qPZA,ǫ,λ
α,β,θ

HαpζqHβpζ̌q
¯

ď c.

Moreover, the last expectation vanishes when pα, βq is outside A2,ǫ and we have

lim
ǫÑ0

pµ b µqpA2,ǫq “ 0.

Proof. By Lemma 4.6, it is clear that the considered expectation vanishes when pα, βq is

outside A2,ǫ. So we will only consider the case where pα, βq is inside A2,ǫ. By Lemma 4.6

again, we can divide ZA,ǫ,λ
α,β,θ into three sets Z,Z1, Z2 which are κ-dominated by ∆Q1, ∆Λ1

1,s

and ∆Λ1
2,s

, respectively. We prove now the first assertion. It is enough to prove similar

estimates for Z,Z1 and Z2 instead of ZA,ǫ,λ
α,β,θ . The following estimates are uniform on θ.

By Lemmas 4.5 and C.10, we have for some constant c ą 0

ÿ

pζ,ζ̌qPZ

HαpζqHβpζ̌q ď c and hence E

´ ÿ

pζ,ζ̌qPZ

HαpζqHβpζ̌q
¯

ď c.

This is the desired estimate for Z. Now, we only consider the case of Z1 because the case

of Z2 can be obtained in the same way.

By Lemmas 4.5, C.10 and (C.5), we have
ÿ

pζ,ζ̌qPZ1

HαpζqHβpζ̌q . G1,αps1q.

Recall that the last sum vanishes when s1 ă 0. Since s1 is equal to s plus a constant

(depending on α, β) and s1 ď s, we deduce from the last inequality that

E

´ ÿ

pζ,ζ̌qPZ1

HαpζqHβpζ̌q
¯
. EpG1,αpsqq.

By Lemma C.4, the last expectation is bounded. This ends the proof of the first assertion

in the lemma.

It remains to prove the last assertion in the lemma. Consider pα, βq in A2,ǫ. By using

the imaginary part of δα,β , the above condition (AA) implies that

|plog |α| ´ log |β|q ´ 2mbπ| ď Nǫ.
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Since α and β are in A, we deduce from the last inequality and the definition of A in

Appendix C that one of the following inequalities holds (these inequalities correspond to

m “ 1, m “ ´1 and m “ 0)

(4.14) |α| ď eNǫe´2πb, |β| ď eNǫe´2πb and | log |α| ´ log |β|| ď Nǫ.

Consider the first two inequalities. Observe that when ǫ goes to 0, the two sets
 

pα, βq P A
2, |α| ď eNǫe´2πb

(
and

 
pα, βq P A

2, |β| ď eNǫe´2πb
(

tend to the empty set. So their µ b µ measures tend to 0. Therefore, we only need to

consider now the set of pα, βq in A2,ǫ satisfying the last inequality in (4.14). Note that in

this case the integer m is necessarily equal to 0.

By using the real part of δα,β and the condition (AA), we obtain

|pargα ´ arg βq ´ 2nπ| ď Nǫ.

The set rA2,ǫ of all pα, βq P A2 satisfying this inequality and the last inequality in (4.14)

with m “ 0 tends to the diagonal of A2 when ǫ goes to 0. As µ contains no atom, the

measure µb µ has no mass on the diagonal of A2. Thus, the measure pµb µqprA2,ǫq tends

to 0 as ǫ tends to 0. This completes the proof of the lemma. �

We refer to Appendix C for the definition of Λ0
1,s and Λ0

2,s. Consider the following

subsets of S ˆ S

K1
s :“

 
pζ, ζ̌q, ζ P Λ0

1,s and ζ̌ P ζ ´ ηRě0

(
, qK1

s :“
 

pζ, ζ̌q, ζ̌ P Λ0
1,s and ζ P ζ̌ ´ ηRě0

(

and

K2
s :“

 
pζ, ζ̌q, ζ P Λ0

2,s and ζ̌ P ζ ` Rě0

(
, qK2

s :“
 

pζ, ζ̌q, ζ̌ P Λ0
2,s and ζ P ζ̌ ` Rě0

(
.

The constants used in the following lemmas may depend on ǫ.

Lemma 4.8. For every 0 ă ǫ ă 1, there is a constant κǫ ą 0 such that for s “ log λ with

λ large enough, the set ZB,ǫ,λ
α,β,θ is κǫ-dominated by K1

s Y qK1
s Y Ks

2 Y qK2
s for all α, β P A and

θ P Θ.

Proof. Consider pζ, ζ̌q in Z
B,ǫ,λ
α,β,θ . So the above condition (B) is satisfied. For simplicity,

we assume that the second line in (B) holds. The case where the first line holds can

be treated in the same way. We deduce that ρ2 is bounded from above and below by

positive constants. Then, by (4.8), we have that |Impζ ´ ζ̌q| is bounded by a constant.

Furthermore, by the second line of (4.7), both λ|x2| and λ|y2| are bounded from below by

a positive constant. Thus, Impζq and Impζ̌q are bounded from above by s plus a constant.

Now, we have either |x1| ě |y1| or |x1| ď |y1|. We only consider the first case as the

second one can be obtained in the same way. We deduce from the inequality |x1| ě |y1|
and (4.8) that Repiηpζ ´ ζ̌qq is bounded from below by a constant. Recall that iη “ ia´ b

with b ą 0. Since |Impζ ´ ζ̌q| is bounded by a constant, we easily deduce that Repζ̌q
is larger than Repζq minus a constant. It follows that the distance from ζ̌ to ζ ` Rě0 is

bounded by a constant.

Since |ρ1 ´ 1| ą ǫ and |x1| ě |y1|, from the first line of (4.7), we obtain that |x1|
is bounded from below and above by positive constants times λ´1. Since s “ log λ, we

deduce that |Repiηζq`s| is bounded by a constant, see also (4.3). Recall that Repiηζq`s “
0 is the equation of the real line containing Λ2,s. So, the distance from ζ to this line is

bounded. Since ζ is in S and Impζq is smaller than s plus a constant, we deduce that the
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distance from ζ to Λ0
2,s is bounded by a constant, see the discussion after Lemma C.2.

Now, it is not difficult to conclude that the distance from pζ, ζ̌q to K2
s is bounded by a

constant. This ends the proof of the lemma. �

Lemma 4.9. For every fixed 0 ă ǫ ă 1, there is a constant cǫ ą 0 such that for µ-almost

every α, β P A, we have

sup
θPΘ

E

´ ÿ

pζ,ζ̌qPZB,ǫ,λ
α,β,θ

HαpζqHβpζ̌q
¯

ď cǫ and lim
sÑ8

sup
θPΘ

E

´ ÿ

pζ,ζ̌qPZB,ǫ,λ
α,β,θ

HαpζqHβpζ̌q
¯

“ 0.

Proof. By Lemma 4.8, we can divide ZB,ǫ,λ
α,β,θ into 4 disjoint subsets Z1, qZ1, Z2, qZ2 which are

respectively κǫ-dominated by K1
s ,

qK1
s , K

s
2 ,

qK2
s . It is enough to show the properties similar

to the ones in the lemma but for the sets Z1, qZ1, Z2, qZ2 instead of ZB,ǫ,λ
α,β,θ . For simplicity,

we only consider the case of Z1. The other cases can be treated in the same way.

Consider the following lattice of K1
s

Z1
s :“

 
p´ηb´1s ` m,´ηb´1s ` m ´ ηnq, with n,m P N, m ď b´1s

(
.

Since K1
s is p|η| ` 1q-dominated by Z1

s , the set Z1 is pκǫ ` |η| ` 1q-dominated by Z1
s . By

using Lemmas C.8, C.9, and then Lemma C.3 (applied to ~ :“ b´1 and s :“ mb) together

with (C.5), we obtain
ÿ

pζ,ζ̌qPZ1

HαpζqHβpζ̌q .
ÿ

pζ,ζ̌qPZ1
s

HαpζqHβpζ̌q

“
ÿ

0ďmďb´1s

Hαp´ηb´1s ` mq
ÿ

nPN

Hβp´ηb´1s ` m´ ηnq

.
ÿ

0ďmďb´1s

Hαp´ηb´1s ` mq

ż

lěb´1s

Hβpm´ ηlqdl

.
ÿ

0ďmďb´1s

Hαp´ηb´1s ` mq

ż

lěm

Hβpm ´ ηlqdl

.
ÿ

0ďmďb´1s

Hαp´ηb´1s ` mq . G1,αpsq.

Now, Lemma C.4 implies the desired properties. �

We continue to refer to Appendix C for the notations such as Q,Q8
s and ζs.

Lemma 4.10. Let 0 ă ǫ ă 1 be any fixed constant. Then, there is a constant κǫ ą 0 such

that for s “ log λ with λ large enough the following property holds for all α, β P A and

θ P Θ. There are positive numbers s1, s2, s3, s4 (which may depend on α, β, θ, λ) such that

the set ZC,ǫ,λ
α,β,θ is κǫ-dominated by the union of the following 10 sets

Λ8
1,s ˆ Λ2,s, Λ1,s ˆ Λ8

2,s, Λ8
2,s ˆ Λ1,s Λ2,s ˆ Λ8

1,s

and

tζsu ˆ Q8
s , tζsu ˆ Λ8

1,s1
, tζsu ˆ Λ8

2,s2
, Q8

s ˆ tζsu, Λ8
1,s3

ˆ tζsu, Λ8
2,s4

ˆ tζsu.

Proof. We only consider pζ, ζ̌q in ZC,ǫ,λ
α,β,θ . So they satisfy (4.7) and the condition (C) above.

For simplicity, we assume that |ρ1| ď 1 because the opposite case can be treated in the
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same way. We fix a constant r ą 0 small enough, depending only on η. Fix also a constant

κǫ big enough depending on ǫ and r.

We deduce from the first equation of (4.7), Condition (C) and the inequality |ρ1| ď 1

that |λy1| is bounded from below and above by positive constants. Therefore, Repiηζ̌q `
log λ is bounded from below and above. Since s “ log λ and ζ̌ is in S, the distance from

ζ̌ to Λ2,s is bounded.

Case 1. Assume that |ρ2| ą r. We obtain from the second equation of (4.7) and Condition

(C) that |λx2| is bounded from below and above by positive constants. It follows that

|Imζ ´ s| is bounded by a constant. So the distance between ζ and Λ1,s is bounded by a

constant. Thus, pζ, ζ̌q is κǫ-dominated by Λ1,s ˆΛ2,s for a suitable choice of κǫ. Moreover,

by (4.8), using |ρ2| ą r, we also obtain that Impζ̌q is larger than Impζq minus a constant.

Thus, Impζ̌q is larger than s minus a constant. We conclude that pζ, ζ̌q is κǫ-dominated by

Λ1,s ˆ Λ8
2,s.

Case 2. Assume that |ρ2| ď r. This, Condition (C) and the second equation of (4.7)

imply that |λy2| is bounded from below and above by positive constants. It follows that

the distance between ζ̌ and Λ1,s is bounded by a constant. We conclude that the distance

between ζ̌ to ζs, which is the intersection of Λ1,s with Λ2,s, is bounded by a constant.

Case 2a. Assume that |ρ1| ą r. As above, the first equation of (4.7) and Condition (C)

imply that |λx1| is bounded from below and above by positive constants and hence pζ, ζ̌q
is κǫ-dominated by Λ2,s ˆ tζsu and hence by Λ2,s ˆ Λ8

1,s.

Case 2b. Assume that |ρ1| ď r. So, from now on, we only consider pζ, ζ̌q satisfying (4.7)

and the two inequalities |ρ1| ď r and |ρ2| ď r. By (4.7), both |λx1| and |λx2| are bounded

from above by a small constant. Arguing as above, we deduce that ζ belongs to ζs ` S.

We know that the distance between ζ̌ to ζs is bounded by a constant. If |ρ1| ą r|ρ2|
and |ρ2| ą r|ρ1|, by considering ρ1{ρ2, we deduce from (4.8) that |Repipη ´ 1qpζ ´ ζ̌qq|
is bounded by some constant. It follows that |Repipη ´ 1qpζ ´ ζsqq| satisfies the same

property. Hence, the distance between ζ ´ ζs to the real line rQ containing Q is bounded.

Since ζs belongs to Q, the distance between ζ and rQ is bounded. As ζ belongs to ζs ` S,

we see that ζ is κǫ-dominated by Q8
s . It remains to consider the cases where |ρ1| ď r|ρ2|

or |ρ2| ď r|ρ1|. We only study the first case as the second one can be treated in the same

way.

Denote by Z the set of all pζ, ζ̌q satisfying (4.7) and the inequalities |ρ1| ď r, |ρ2| ď r,

|ρ1| ď r|ρ2|. The inequality ρ1 ď rρ2 and (4.8) imply that |eipη´1qpζ´ζ̌q| is small and hence

|eipη´1qpζ´ζsq| is small as well. The last number is equal to |eipη´1qζ | because ζs belongs to

Q. Hence, ζ is in the angle limited by Q and Rě0, see Appendix C.

Claim. Z is κǫ-dominated by Λˆ tζsu for some real line Λ on the upper half-plane which

is parallel to R.

Clearly, the claim implies the lemma. Indeed, the intersection of Λ with S is equal

to Λ1,s3 for some positive number s3. Since ζ is in the angle limited by Q and Rě0, the

claim implies that pζ, ζ̌q is κǫ-dominated by Λ8
1,s3

ˆ tζsu (we increase the value of κǫ if

necessary). This is the desired property. So, it remains to prove the claim.

We can assume that Z contains at least two points since otherwise the claim is obvious.

Let pζ˚, ζ̌˚q be a point in Z such that the distance from ζ˚ to the edge ´ηRě0 of S is
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smaller than the infimum of all such distances plus a small positive constant. We also

denote by ρ˚
1 , ρ

˚
2 the corresponding values of ρ1, ρ2 for the chosen point of Z. As in the

proof of Lemma 4.5, any pζ, ζ̌q in Z satisfies the equations in (4.9) with ξ :“ ζ ´ ζ˚ and

ξ̌ :“ ζ̌ ´ ζ̌˚.

By the choice of pζ˚, ζ̌˚q, we have that |eiηξ| ď 2. Recall that the above constant r

and the constant ǫ0 in (4.6) are small. Therefore, the inequalities |ρ1| ď r and |ρ2| ď r

imply that py1, y2q is very close to p´θ1{λ,´θ2{λq. It follows that ζ̌ is very close to ζs. In

particular, this also holds for ζ̌˚. We then deduce that ξ̌ is small. This and (4.9) imply

that
ρ˚
1peiηξ ´ 1q

ρ˚
2peiξ ´ 1q

“
peiηξ̌ ´ 1q

peiξ̌ ´ 1q
« η.

The first numerator is small in comparison with ρ˚
2 because ρ˚

1 ď rρ˚
2 and |eiηξ| ď 2.

Hence, |eiξ ´ 1| should be small. It follows that Impξq is bounded from above and below

by some constants. We conclude that ζ has a bounded distance to the real line Λ passing

through ζ˚ and parallel to R. Thus, pζ, ζ̌q has a bounded distance to Λ ˆ tζsu. This ends

the proof of the lemma. �

Lemma 4.11. For every fixed 0 ă ǫ ă 1, there is a constant cǫ ą 0 such that for µ-almost

every α, β P A, we have

sup
θPΘ

E

´ ÿ

pζ,ζ̌qPZC,ǫ,λ
α,β,θ

HαpζqHβpζ̌q
¯

ď cǫ and lim
sÑ8

sup
θPΘ

E

´ ÿ

pζ,ζ̌qPZC,ǫ,λ
α,β,θ

HαpζqHβpζ̌q
¯

“ 0.

Proof. We can divide ZC,ǫ,λ
α,β,θ into 10 disjoint subsets Z1, . . . , Z10 which are respectively κǫ-

dominated by the 10 sets in Lemma 4.10. It is enough to prove the properties similar to

the ones in the lemma for each Zi instead of ZC,ǫ,λ
α,β,θ . We only consider the cases where

i “ 1, 5, 6 because the other cases can be obtained in the same way. The estimates below

are uniform on θ P Θ.

For Z1, we will use Lemma 4.5 and a suitable lattice in Λ8
1,s ˆ Λ2,s as in Lemma C.3.

After that, by using Lemma C.9 and then Lemma C.3 (for ~ “ 1) and (C.5), we obtain

ÿ

pζ,ζ̌qPZ1

HαpζqHβpζ̌q .
´ ż 8

0

Hαpζs ` lqdl
¯
G2,βpsq . G2,βpsq.

Thus, Lemma C.4 gives us the desired property for Z1.

For Z5, observe that if pζ, ζ̌q is in Z5 then the distance between ζ and ζs is bounded

by κǫ. By Harnack’s inequality, Hαpζq is bounded by a constant times Hαpζsq. Therefore,

using the second assertion of Lemma C.9 for β instead of α, we obtain
ÿ

pζ,ζ̌qPZ5

HαpζqHβpζ̌q . Hαpζsq.

So the desired property for Z5 follows from the second assertion of Lemma C.4.

Finally, for Z6, arguing as above, using the first inequality in Lemma C.3 for β instead

of α, we have
ÿ

pζ,ζ̌qPZ6

HαpζqHβpζ̌q . Hαpζsq

ż

lě0

Hβpζs ` lqdl . Hαpζsq.

We then obtain the result by using again the second assertion of Lemma C.4. �
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End of the proof of Proposition 4.4. By (4.5), we have
ż

α,βPA

E
`
}ϑλα,β,θ}

˘
dµpαqdµpβq “

ż

α,βPA

E

´ ÿ

pζ,ζ̌qPZλ
α,β,θ

Hαpx1, x2qHβpy1, y2q
¯
dµpαqdµpβq.

We can split the last expression into the sum of the following three terms
ż

α,βPA

E

´ ÿ

pζ,ζ̌qPZA,ǫ,λ
α,β,θ

¯
`

ż

α,βPA

E

´ ÿ

pζ,ζ̌qPZB,ǫ,λ
α,β,θ

¯
`

ż

α,βPA

E

´ ÿ

pζ,ζ̌qPZC,ǫ,λ
α,β,θ

¯
.

By Lemmas 4.7, 4.9 and 4.11, when ǫ is fixed, all these three terms are bounded by a

constant independent of α, β, θ and the last two terms tend to 0, uniformly on θ, when λ

tends to infinity. This already gives us the estimate in the proposition. Moreover, given

any δ ą 0, by taking ǫ small enough, the last assertion in Lemma 4.7 shows that all limit

values of the first term are smaller than δ. The second property in the proposition follows

easily. �

APPENDIX A. YOUNG’S INEQUALITY AND APPLICATIONS

In this appendix, we recall the classical Young’s inequality for integral operators. We

apply this inequality in the charts of X ˆ X which cover the diagonal ∆.

Let kpx, yq be a function on BˆB, smooth in pBˆBqz∆. Assume that there is a constant

c ą 0 and a number δ ě 0 such that for every px, yq P B ˆ B,

(A.1) }kpx, ¨q}L1`δ ď c and }kp¨, yq}L1`δ ď c.

Here, we use the norm Lp with respect to the normalized Lebesgue measure on B.

Define a linear operator P on the space of measures µ of bounded mass on B by

pPµqpxq :“

ż

yPB

kpx, yqdµpyq.

We are also interested in the case where µ is given by an Lp function.

Lemma A.1 (Young’s inequality). The operator P maps continuously measures of bounded

mass into L1`δpBq, LppBq into LqpBq, and L8 into C 0; all with norm bounded by c, where

q “ 8 if p´1 ` p1 ` δq´1 ď 1 and p´1 ` p1 ` δq´1 “ 1 ` q´1 otherwise.

We list here two examples of kernels needed in our study.

Example A.2. Consider a kernel kpx, yq of modulus bounded by some constant times

}x´ y}´2. In this case, we can choose any 0 ď δ ă 1.

Example A.3. Consider a family of convolution kernels

krpx, yq “ r´4grpx, yq1t}x´y}ăru,

where 1t}x´y}ăru is the characteristic function of the set t}x´y} ă ru X pBˆBq and pgrq is

a uniformly bounded family of functions. Consider δ “ 0 and the operator Pr with kernel

kr. It maps LppBq to itself with norm bounded by a constant independent of r.

Consider now a family pKλq of smooth 4-forms on X ˆ X depending on a parameter

λ P C with |λ| larger than a positive constant. Assume that there is a constant A ą 0 such

that Kλpx, yq vanishes when the distance between x and y is larger than A|λ|´1.
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Lemma A.4. Assume that }Kλ}8 “ Op|λ|4q and that Kλ converges weakly to cr∆s as λ

tends to infinity, where c is a constant. Then, for all 2-forms f1 and f2 of class L2, we have

lim
λÑ8

xf1 b f2, Kλy “ cxf1, f2y.

Proof. Define the integral operator Pλ associated to Kλ by

Pλpfqpyq :“

ż

x

Kλpx, yqfpxq

for all 2-forms f on X. Observe that Pλpfq is also a 2-form and we have

xf1 b f2, Kλy “ xf2, Pλpf1qy.

By hypothesis on the support of Kλ and its sup-norm, in local coordinates, the coeffi-

cients of Kλ satisfy estimates in (A.1) for δ “ 0. By Lemma A.1 for δ “ 0, the operator

Pλ from L2 to L2 has a norm bounded independently of λ. Therefore, in order to obtain

the result, we can assume that f1 is smooth because smooth forms are dense in the space

of L2 forms. Similarly, we can also assume that f2 is smooth. Now, by hypothesis, Pλpf1q
converges weakly to cf1 and the result follows easily. �

Lemma A.5. Assume that }Kλ}8 “ Op|λ|3q. Then we have

lim
λÑ8

xf1 b f2, Kλy “ 0

if f1 is of class Lq with q ą 4{3 and f2 is of class L2.

Proof. By hypothesis, Kλ tends to 0 in L1 when λ tends to infinity. Moreover, in local

coordinates, we can check that the coefficients of Kλ satisfy estimates in (A.1) for all

0 ď δ ă 1{3. We obtain the result exactly as in the last lemma using that Pλpf1q has a

bounded L2 norm, thanks to Lemma A.1. �

APPENDIX B. SOME PROPERTIES OF ddc-CLOSED CURRENTS

We recall some basic notions and properties on positive ddc-closed currents on a com-

plex surface and refer the reader to [3, 10, 39] for details.

Let T be a positive ddc-closed p1, 1q-current on X and let x be a local coordinate system

around a point a of X. It is well-known that such a current gives no mass to sets of zero

Hausdorff 2-dimensional measure, see e.g. [3, p. 389]. Define

νpT, a, rq :“
1

πr2

ż

Bpa,rq

T ^ ddc}x}2 and νpT, a, rq :“
1

πr2

ż

Bpa,rq

T ^ ddc}x}2.

By Skoda [39], the function r ÞÑ νpT, a, rq is increasing and the limit

(B.1) νpT, aq :“ lim
rÑ0`

νpT, a, rq “ lim
rÑ0`

νpT, a, rq

is a non-negative finite number which is called the Lelong number of T at a. Indeed,

thanks to Lelong-Jensen identity [39, Prop. 1], we have

(B.2) νpT, a, rq ´ νpT, aq “ 2

ż

Bpa,rqztau

T ^ ddc log }x}.

It is known that the notion of Lelong number does not depend on the choice of local

holomorphic coordinates x. Moreover, it follows from the definition that the functions

a ÞÑ νpT, a, rq and a ÞÑ νpT, aq are upper-semi-continuous. We have the following result.
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Lemma B.1. Let T be a positive ddc-closed current of mass 1 on X. Then there is a constant

c ą 0 such that

νpT, x, rq ď c and νpT, xq ď c for }x} ď 5 and r ď 4.

Proof. This is a direct consequence of the inequality νpT, x, rq ď νpT, x, rq upper-semi-

continuity of x ÞÑ νpT, x, rq and the monotone dependence of νpT, x, rq on r. �

The following result was obtained in [16], see also Proposition B.4 below.

Lemma B.2. Let T be a positive ddc-closed current on X. Then it can be represented as

(B.3) T “ Ω ` BS ` BS ` iBBu

with Ω a smooth real closed p1, 1q-form, S a current of bi-degree p0, 1q and u a real function

in Lp for p ă 2. Moreover, for every such a representation, the currents BS and BS do not

depend on the choice of Ω, S, u and they are forms of class L2, uniquely determined by T .

Proof. See [16, Prop. 2.6, 2.7 and Thm. 2.9]. �

Note that the representation (B.3) is not unique but the uniqueness of BS and BS
allows us to define the energy EpT q of T as

(B.4) EpT q :“

ż

X

BS ^ BS.

This is a non-negative number which is independent of the choice of Ω, S and u. It is not

difficult to see that EpT q “ 0 if and only if BS “ 0 and if and only if T is closed, see [16]

for details.

Consider a local coordinate system x “ px1, x2q in X with |x1| ă 3 and |x2| ă 3. Then

for almost every x2 P 3D the slice T ^ rp3Dq ˆ tx2us exists and is a positive measure, see

[2, Th. 1.18]. Denote by ϑx2
the restriction of this measure to the disc p2Dq ˆ tx2u. We

have the following lemma.

Lemma B.3. The mass mpx2q of ϑx2
is an Lp function in x2 P 2D for all 1 ď p ď 2.

Proof. It is enough to consider the case where p “ 2. Let 0 ď χ ď 1 be a smooth function

on p3Dq ˆ p3Dq such that χ “ 1 when |x1| ď 2 and χ “ 0 for |x1| ą 5{2. If Φ denotes the

projection px1, x2q ÞÑ x2, then the function mpx2q satisfies

m ď Φ˚pχT q.

So, it is enough to prove that the function rm :“ Φ˚pχT q is in L2p2Dq.
Using the above representation of T and the fact that iBBT “ 0, we have

iBB rm “ Φ˚piBBχ^ T q ` Φ˚piBχ^ BT q ´ Φ˚piBχ^ BT q

“ Φ˚piBBχ^ T q ´ Φ˚piBχ^ BBSq ` Φ˚piBχ^ BBSq.

The first term in the last sum is a measure of finite mass. The two other terms belong to

the Sobolev space H´1p3Dq because BS and BS are in L2. So we can write the last sum as

µ` ´ µ´ ` h, where µ˘ are positive measures of finite mass on 3D and h is a distribution

in H´1p3Dq. Solving the following Laplace’s equations

iBBφ˘ “ µ˘ and iBBφ “ h

gives us two subharmonic functions φ˘ on 3D and a locally L2 function φ on 3D, see e.g.

[42, p. 355]; indeed, φ is a locally H1 function.
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Observe now that both functions rm and φ` ´φ´ `φ satisfy the same Laplace’s equation

iBB rm “ µ` ´ µ´ ` h and iBBpφ` ´ φ´ ` φq “ µ` ´ µ´ ` h.

Therefore, their difference rm´pφ` ´φ´ `φq is a harmonic function. Recall that harmonic

and subharmonic functions are locally L2 functions. So, we easily deduce from the above

discussion that rm is in L2p2Dq. This ends the proof of the lemma. �

Using the last lemma, we obtain the following result.

Proposition B.4. There is a representation as in (B.3) such that all currents S, S, BS, BS, BS,

BS are forms of class L2 and u, Bu, Bu are functions or forms of class Lp for every 1 ď p ă 2.

Proof. It was shown in [16] that there is such a representation with S, S, BS, BS, BS, BS
in L2 and u in Lp for every 1 ď p ă 2. Consider such a representation. With the above

notations, it is enough to show that Bu belongs to LppD ˆ Dq as its complex conjugate Bu
should satisfy the same property as well. We will only show that Bu{Bx1 is in LppD ˆ Dq
because the same proof works for Bu{Bx2.

We deduce from (B.3) that

iBBu “ R with R :“ T ´ Ω ´ BS ´ BS.

For almost every x2 P D, the slice R^ rp2Dq ˆ tx2us exists and is a measure of finite mass.

Denote by Rx2
this measure and by npx2q its mass. Since Ω is smooth and BS, BS are

of class L2, we deduce from Lemma B.3 that npx2q is an L2 function (and hence, an Lp

function for 1 ď p ă 2) on D.

Consider the following function

vpx1, x2q :“
1

π

ż
log |x1 ´ ζ |dRx2

pζq for x1 P 2D and x2 P D.

For each fixed x2, this is the standard logarithmic potential of Rx2
. It is not difficult to

see that there is a constant cp ą 0 depending only on p such that for each fixed x2

}v}Lpp2Dq ď cpnpx2q and
››› Bv

Bx1

›››
LppDq

ď cpnpx2q.

Since npx2q is an Lp function, we deduce that v is a function in Lppp2Dq ˆ Dq and Bv{Bx1
is in LppD ˆ Dq. In particular, u´ v belongs to Lppp2Dq ˆ Dq because u is an Lp function.

Observe now that when x2 is fixed, both u and v satisfy the same Laplace’s equation

piBBqx1
u “ Rx2

and piBBqx1
v “ Rx2

.

We deduce that u´v is harmonic in x1. In particular, there is a constant c1
p ą 0 depending

only on p such that for each fixed x2 P D we have

›››Bpu´ vq

Bx1

›››
LppDq

ď c1
p}u´ v}Lpp2Dq.

Finally, since u´v is in Lppp2DqˆDq, we deduce from the last estimate that Bpu´vq{Bx1
belongs to LppD ˆ Dq. It follows that Bu{Bx1 also belongs to LppD ˆ Dq because we have

seen that Bv{Bx1 satisfies the same property. This ends the proof of the proposition. �
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APPENDIX C. DIRECTED ddc-CLOSED CURRENTS AND HARNACK’S INEQUALITY

Let T be a positive ddc-closed p1, 1q-current directed by F which is a foliation with

only hyperbolic singularities or a bi-Lipschitz lamination. Assume that T has no mass on

every single leaf of F . The local description of T on a regular flow box is given at the

beginning of the Introduction. It also holds in the case of a bi-Lipschitz lamination. We

now discuss the case of a singular flow box, see also [12, 18, 30].

Let p be a hyperbolic singular point of the foliation. So, there are local coordinates

x “ px1, x2q centered at p such that in the bidisc p3Dq2 :“ t|x1| ă 3, |x2| ă 3u, the

foliation F is defined by the form

x2dx1 ´ ηx1dx2

for some complex number η “ a ` ib with a, b P R and b “ 0. Note that if we flip x1
and x2, then η is changed to 1{η “ η{|η|2 “ a{pa2 ` b2q ´ ib{pa2 ` b2q. Therefore, we can

assume from now on that the axes are chosen so that b ą 0.

Observe that the two axes of the bidisc p3Dq2 are invariant and are the separatrices of

the foliation in the bidisc p3Dq2. Consider the ring A defined by

A :“
 
α P C, e´2πb ă |α| ď 1

(
.

Define also the sectors S and S1 by

S :“
 
ζ “ u` iv P C, v ą 0 and bu ` av ą 0

(

and

S
1 :“

 
ζ “ u` iv P C, v ą ´ log 3 and bu ` av ą ´ log 3

(
.

Note that the sector S is spanned by the vectors 1,´η, or equivalently, by 1,´η´1 because

η “ pa2 ` b2qη´1. Moreover, S is contained in the upper half-plane H :“ tu ` iv, v ą 0u
and in the sector S1. The angle of S is arctan p´b{aq P p0, πq and the boundary bS of S is

formed by two half-lines starting from 0: one is spanned by ´η (or ´η´1) and the other

is R` which is spanned by 1.

For α P C˚, consider the following manifold Lα immersed in C2 and defined by

(C.1) x1 “ αeiηpζ`log |α|{bq and x2 “ eipζ`log |α|{bq with ζ “ u` iv P C.

So we have

(C.2) |x1| “ eRepiηζq “ e´bu´av and |x2| “ eRepiζq “ e´v.

Observe that v and bu ` av are equal to constants times the distances from u ` iv to the

two edges of S. The map ζ ÞÑ px1, x2q is injective because η R R. The following properties

are not difficult to check.

(1) Lα is tangent to the above vector field and is a submanifold of C˚2.

(2) Lα1
is equal to Lα2

if α1{α2 “ e2kiπη for some k P Z and they are disjoint other-

wise. In particular, Lα1
and Lα2

are disjoint if α1, α2 P A and α1 “ α2.

(3) The union of Lα is equal to C˚2 for α P C˚, and then also for α P A.

(4) The intersection Lα :“ Lα XD2 of Lα with the unit bidisc D2 is given by the same

equations as in the definition of Lα but with ζ P S. Moreover, Lα is a connected

submanifold of D˚2. In particular, it is a leaf of F X D2.
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(5) Similarly, the intersection L1
α :“ Lα X p3Dq2 is given by the same equations with

ζ P S1. Moreover, L1
α is a connected submanifold of p3D˚q2 and is the leaf of

F X p3Dq2 which contains Lα.

Recall that T is assumed to have no mass on every single leaf of F . So, it gives no

mass to the separatrices of the singularities and admits the following decomposition.

Lemma C.1 (see [12, Lem. 4.1]). There is a positive measure µ of finite mass on A, without

atoms, and positive harmonic functions hα on L1
α for µ-almost every α P A such that we have

in p3Dq2

T “

ż

A

Tαdµpαq, where Tα :“ hαrL1
αs.

Moreover, the mass of Tα in p2Dq2 is 1 for µ-almost every α P A.

Using (C.1), we define

(C.3) Hαpζq :“ hα
`
αeiηpζ`log |α|{bq, eipζ`log |α|{bq

˘
.

This is a positive harmonic function on the sector S1. Consider the map

Φ : ζ ÞÑ ζγ with γ :“
π

arctanp´b{aq
ą 1.

It sends S bi-holomorphically to the upper half-planeH. Define the real variables u, v, U, V

and the function rHα by

u ` iv :“ ζ, U ` iV :“ ζγ “ pu ` ivqγ and rHα :“ Hα ˝ Φ´1.

The function rHα is positive harmonic on ΦpS1q which contains the closed half-plane H.

Lemma C.2. There is a constant c ą 0 such that for µ-almost every α P A, we have the

following Poisson formula

rHαpU ` iV q “
1

π

ż

tPR

rHαptq
V

V 2 ` pt´ Uq2
dt for U ` iV in H

and the estimates ż

tPR

rHαptq|t|´1`1{γdt ď c and rHαptq ď c for t P H.

Proof. This result was obtained in [12, Lem. 4.2, 4.3, 4.4] and [18, Prop. 1] except that

the inequality rHαptq ď c was proved for t P R. However, the above Poisson formula

implies that this inequality still holds for t P H. �

We now describe some segments and half-lines in S which play an important role in

our study. Several of them are parallel to the edges of S. We consider a parameter s ě 0.

Let Λ1,s denote the half-line, starting from the point ´ηb´1s “ ´η´1b´1pa2 ` b2qs on the

boundary of S, which is parallel to the edge R` of S. This is the restriction to S of the real

line is ` R which is also the line of equation Repiζq ` s “ 0. Denote by Λ2,s the half-line

starting from the point b´1s on the boundary of S and parallel to the other edge ´ηRě0

of S, i.e. the edge containing the points ´η and ´η´1. This is the restriction to S of the

real line b´1s ´ ηR which is of equation Repiηζq ` s “ 0.

Define ζs :“ p1´ ηqb´1s which is the only intersection point of Λ1,s and Λ2,s. Denote by

Q the half-line starting from 0 and passing through ζs. It does not depend on s. Denote

also by Q8
s the half-line starting from the point ζs which is contained in Q. Note that
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the equation of Q is Repipη ´ 1qζq “ 0 because ζs satisfies this equation. Moreover, the

part of S limited by Q and Rě0 is defined by the inequality Repipη´ 1qζq ď 0 because this

inequality is true for ζ “ 1. The quantity |Repipη ´ 1qζq| is equal to a constant times the

distance from ζ to the real line rQ containing Q.

Finally, the point ζs divides Λ1,s into two intervals: the bounded one is denoted by Λ0
1,s

and the unbounded one is denoted by Λ8
1,s. Similarly, the point ζs divides Λ2,s into two

intervals: the bounded one is denoted by Λ0
2,s and the unbounded one is denoted by Λ8

2,s.

So, Λ0
1,s is the segment joining ´ηb´1s and ζs; Λ

0
2,s is the segment joining b´1s and ζs. The

following lemma gives us estimates on some integrals on Λ1,s and Λ2,s, see also (C.5).

Lemma C.3. Let ~ ą 0 be any fixed constant. Then there is a constant c~ ą 0 such that for

every s ą 0 and µ-almost every α P A we have
ż

lě~s

Hαp´ηb´1s ` lqdl ď c~ and

ż

lě~s

Hαpb´1s ´ ηlqdl ď c~.

Moreover, we have

lim
sÑ8

ż

lě~s

Hαp´ηb´1s ` lqdl “ 0 and lim
sÑ8

ż

lě~s

Hαpb´1s ´ ηlqdl “ 0.

Proof. We only prove the lemma for Λ1,s because the case of Λ2,s can be obtained in the

same way. We prove now the first inequality in the lemma. The constants we use below

may depend on ~.

Write ζ :“ u ` iv :“ ´ηb´1s ` l and consider U, V as above. By the first assertion of

Lemma C.2, we have
ż

lě~s

Hαp´ηb´1s ` lqdl “
1

π

ż

tPR

rHαptq
´ ż

lě~s

V

V 2 ` pt ´ Uq2
dl
¯
dt.

By the second assertion of Lemma C.2, it is enough to show that the integral between

the parentheses is bounded by a constant times |t|´1`1{γ .

Observe that v “ s. Define

r :“ s´1l, U 1 :“ s´γU and V 1 :“ s´γV.

Since l ě ~s, we have r ě ~. According to [12, Lem. 5.6], we have

U 1 “ rγ ` Oprγ´1q and V 1 “ γrγ´1 ` Oprγ´2q as r Ñ 8.

We deduce that the above integral between the parentheses is bounded by a constant

times (we use the variable R :“ sγ|t|´1rγ)
ż 8

~

sγ`1rγ´1

s2γr2γ´2 ` pt´ sγrγq2
dr “ γ´1|t|´1`1{γ

ż 8

~γsγ |t|´1

s

s2|t|´1{γR2´2{γ ` |t|1{γp˘1 ´ Rq2
dR.

By the estimate in Lemma C.2, we only need to show that the last integral is bounded by

a constant. For this purpose, it is enough to consider the case where the ˘1 in the last line

is 1. Denote the considered integral by Ips, tq. We split it into two parts : I1ps, tq is the

integral for R in r1{2,`8q and I2ps, tq is the integral for R such that ~γsγ|t|´1 ď R ď 1{2.

In order to bound I1ps, tq, we define R1 :“ s´1|t|1{γp1 ´ Rq. Then we have

I1ps, tq .

ż 8

´8

s

s2|t|´1{γ ` |t|1{γp1 ´ Rq2
dR ď

ż 8

´8

1

1 ` R12
dR1.
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So I1ps, tq is bounded by a constant. For the integral I2ps, tq, observe that the domain

of this integral is non-empty only when |t| ě 2~γsγ . So we have I2ps, tq “ 0 when

|t| ă 2~γsγ. Moreover, when |t| ě 2~γsγ, we obtain

I2ps, tq .

ż 1{2

0

s

|t|1{γ
dR ď

ż 1{2

0

1

~
dR.

Clearly, I2ps, tq is bounded by a constant as well. This ends the proof of the first inequality

in the lemma.

Note that when ~, t are fixed and s ě 1, the above estimates on I1ps, tq show that

I1ps, tq .

ż 8

~γsγ |t|´1

s

s2 ` R2
dR “

ż 8

~γsγ´1|t|´1

1

1 ` R22
dR2

with R2 :“ s´1R. As γ ą 1, we see that I1ps, tq tends to 0 when s tends to infinity. This is

one of the instances where we use γ ą 1, i.e. the hyperbolicity of the singularities of the

foliation. Since I2ps, tq vanishes when s is large enough, we obtain that Ips, tq tends to 0

as s tends to infinity.

On the other hand, we have seen in the above discussion thatż

lě~s

Hαp´ηb´1s ` lqdl .

ż

tPR

rHαptq|t|´1`1{γIps, tqdt.

Recall that Ips, tq is bounded. Now, we easily deduce the first limit in the lemma from the

estimate in Lemma C.2 and Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem. This completes

the proof of the lemma. �

For any function or more generally a current fpsq, depending on the parameter s ą 0,

we denote the expectation of fpsq on the interval p0, ss by Epfpsqq. This is the mean value

of f on the interval p0, ss which is given by the formula

(C.4) Epfpsqq :“ s´1

ż s

0

fpšqdš.

For s ě 0, consider also the following integrals of Hα on the half-lines Λ1,s and Λ2,s

(C.5) G1,αpsq :“

ż

lě0

Hαp´ηb´1s ` lqdl and G2,αpsq :“

ż

lě0

Hαpb´1s ´ ηlqdl.

We have the following result.

Lemma C.4. There is a constant c ą 0 such that for µ-almost every α P A, all s ą 0 and for

i “ 1, 2, we have

EpGi,αpsqq ď c and lim
sÑ8

EpGi,αpsqq “ 0.

Moreover, we have for µ-almost every α P A and all s ą 0

EpHαpζsqq ď c and lim
sÑ8

EpHαpζsqq “ 0.

Proof. We only prove the lemma for i “ 1 because the case where i “ 2 can be obtained

in the same way. Consider the first assertion. Define

G1
1,αpsq :“

ż

0ďlďs

Hαp´ηb´1s ` lqdl and G2
1,αpsq :“

ż

lěs

Hαp´ηb´1s ` lqdl.

By Lemma C.3 applied to ~ “ 1, we obtain the same properties as in the first assertion of

the lemma for G2
1,α instead for G1,α. So we only need to prove such properties for G1

1,α.
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We use the same notations as in the proof of Lemma C.3 but here, since we consider

0 ď l ď s, we have 0 ď r ď 1. Define also t1 :“ s´γt. According to [12, Lem 5.5], for

some constants ρ ą 0, β ą 0 and c ą 0 depending only on η, we have

U 1 “ ´ρ ` Oprq, V 1 “ βr ` Opr2q and V 12 ` pt1 ´ U 1q2 ě crr2 ` pρ` t1q2s.

As in Lemma C.3, we get

G1
1,αpsq .

ż

tPR

rHαptq
´
s1´γ

ż

0ără1

r

r2 ` pρ ` t1q2
dr
¯
dt

.

ż

tPR

rHαptq
´
s1´γ log

1 ` pρ` t1q2

pρ ` t1q2

¯
dt

.

ż

tPR

rHαptq
´
s1´γ log

”
1 `

1

pρ ´ |t1|q2

ı¯
dt.

Recall that t1 “ s´γt. By using s˚ :“ |t|´1{γs, we obtain

G1
1,αpsq .

ż

tPR

rHγptq|t|´1`1{γgps˚qdt with gps˚q :“ s1´γ
˚ log

”
1 `

s
2γ
˚

pρsγ˚ ´ 1q2

ı
.

Since s˚ depends linearly on s, it follows that

EpG1
1,αpsqq ď

ż

tPR

rHγptq|t|´1`1{γ
Epgps˚qqdt with Epgps˚qq :“ s´1

˚

ż s˚

0

gpš˚qdš˚.

Now, observe that gps˚q tends to 0 when s˚ tends to 0 or infinity. Moreover, gps˚q
has a unique singularity at the point ρ´1{γ which is a logarithmic singularity. Therefore,

Epgps˚qq is a bounded continuous function tending to 0 when s˚ tends to 0 or infinity. We

apply now the estimate in Lemma C.2 and Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem.

It is not difficult to obtain that EpG1
1,αpsqq is bounded by a constant and tends to 0 when

s tends to infinity. This completes the proof of the first assertion.

Consider now the second assertion. We apply Harnack’s inequality to positive har-

monic functions on the sector S1 which contains S. So there is a constant κ ě 1 such that

µ-almost every α, we have Hαpζsq ď κHαpζq when |ζ ´ ζs| ď 1. It follows from (C.5) that

Hαpζsq ď κG1,αpsq.

So the second assertion is a consequence of the first one by replacing c with κc. �

We need the following lemma in order to estimate some integrals on the half-line Q.

Lemma C.5. Let ζ be any fixed point in the interior of the angle S. Then there is a constant

cζ ą 0 such that for µ-almost every α P A we have
ż 8

0

Hαplζqdl ď cζ .

Proof. We will use the above notations with ζ “ u ` iv. Note that the constants we use

in this lemma may depend on u, v or equivalently on U, V . Since u ` iv is in the interior

of S, we have V ą 0. The integral in the lemma is equal to

1

π

ż

tPR

rHαptq
” ż 8

0

lγV

l2γV 2 ` pt´ lγUq2
dl
ı
dt.
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Observe that l2γV 2 ` pt ´ lγUq2 is larger than a positive constant times l2γ ` t2. This is

easy to see by considering |t| ą 2lγU and |t| ď 2lγU . We then deduce that the integral in

the above brackets is smaller than a constant times
ż 8

0

lγ

l2γ ` t2
dl “ γ´1|t|´1`1{γ

ż 8

0

rl1{γ

rl2 ` 1
drl,

where we use the new variable rl with lγ “ |t|rl. Since the last integral is finite, we easily

deduce the first estimate in the lemma from the integral estimate in Lemma C.2. �

We will describe some applications of Harnack’s inequality which allow us to estimate

some infinite sums used in our computation.

Definition C.6. Let Z and Z 1 be two subsets of Rn, where the points are counted with

multiplicity. We say that Z is N -sparse for some constant N ą 0 if any open ball of radius

1 in Rn contains at most N points of Z counted with multiplicity. We say that Z is κ-

dominated by Z 1 for some constant κ ą 0 if the distance between A and Z 1 is less than κ

for every point A in Z.

Note that Z is κ-dominated by Z 1 if and only if each point of Z is κ-dominated by Z 1.

Lemma C.7. Let Z be an N -sparse subset of S which is κ-dominated by another subset Z 1

of S. Then there is a constant cN,κ ą 0 independent of Z and Z 1 such that for µ-almost every

α P A, we have ÿ

ζPZ

Hαpζq ď cN,κ

ÿ

ζ1PZ 1

Hαpζ 1q.

Proof. This lemma can be proved using the same arguments as in the next lemma which

is slightly more complicated. The details are left to the reader. �

Lemma C.8. Let Z be an N -sparse subset of S ˆ S which is κ-dominated by another subset

Z 1 of SˆS. Then there is a constant cN,κ ą 0 independent of Z and Z 1 such that for µ-almost

every α, β P A, we have
ÿ

pζ,ξqPZ

HαpζqHβpξq ď cN,κ

ÿ

pζ1,ξ1qPZ 1

Hαpζ 1qHβpξ1q.

Proof. By hypotheses, the balls Bζ1,ξ1 of center pζ 1, ξ1q P Z 1 and radius κ cover the set Z.

Moreover, since Z is N -sparse, the cardinality of Bζ1,ξ1 X Z is bounded by some constant

N 1 which only depends on N and κ. On the other hand, by Harnack’s inequality, there is

a constant c ą 0 independent of Z,Z 1, α, β, ζ 1, ξ1 such that

Hαpζq ď cHαpζ 1q and Hβpξq ď cHβpξ1q for all pζ, ξq P Bζ1,ξ1 X pS ˆ Sq.

We easily deduce the lemma by taking cN,κ :“ N 1c2. �

In the same way, we obtain the following results.

Lemma C.9. Let ζ0 and ξ0 be two points in S with ξ0 “ 0. Let Z be any N -sparse subset of

S which is κ-dominated by the half-line L :“ ζ0 ` ξ0Rě0. Then, there is a constant cN,κ ą 0

independent of ζ0, ξ0, Z such that for µ-almost every α P A, we have

ÿ

ζPZ

Hαpζq ď cN,κ|ξ0|

ż

lě0

Hαpζ0 ` lξ0qdl.
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In particular, if L is a half-line starting from 0 in the interior of S (i.e. ζ0 “ 0 and ξ0 is in the

interior of S), then there is a constant cN,κ,L ą 0 independent of Z such that for µ-almost

every α P A, we have ÿ

ζPZ

Hαpζq ď cN,κ,L.

Proof. Using the change of variable l “: |ξ0|
´1l1, we can assume that |ξ0| “ 1. Observe

that the second assertion is a consequence of the first one and Lemma C.5 applied to

ζ :“ ξ0. It remains to prove the first assertion.

By Lemma C.7, we can assume that Z is the subset ζ0 ` ξ0N of the half-line L. By

Harnack’s inequality, there is a constant c ą 0 such that Hαpζq ď cHαpξq for ζ, ξ P S with

|ζ ´ ξ| ď 1. It follows that

Hαpζ0 ` nξ0q ď c

ż n`1

n

Hαpζ0 ` lξ0qdl

for every n P N. Therefore, we have

ÿ

ζPZ

Hαpζq ď c

ż 8

0

Hαpζ0 ` lξ0qdl.

This ends the proof of the lemma. �

Lemma C.10. Let L be a half-line as in Lemma C.9 and let ∆L denote the diagonal of LˆL.

Let Z be any N -sparse subset of SˆS which is κ-dominated by ∆L. Then there is a constant

cN,κ ą 0 independent of ζ0, ξ0, Z such that for µ-almost every α P A, we have

ÿ

pζ,ξqPZ

HαpζqHβpξq ď cN,κ|ξ0|

ż

lě0

Hαpζ0 ` lξ0qdl.

Moreover, if L is a half-line starting from 0 in the interior of S, then there is a constant

cN,κ,L ą 0 independent of Z such that for µ-almost every α, β P A, we have
ÿ

pζ,ξqPZ

HαpζqHβpξq ď cN,κ,L.

Proof. We can assume that |ξ0| “ 1. By Lemma C.8, we can replace Z by the diagonal Z 1

of the set pζ0 ` ξ0Nq ˆ pζ0 ` ξ0Nq because Z is pκ ` 2q-dominated by Z 1. By Lemma C.2

applied for β instead of α, we have that Hβpξq is bounded by 1. Therefore, the lemma is

a direct consequence of Lemma C.9. �
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